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Faculty interact with Russian counterparts
Kristen Sullivan
Staff Writer
Four Fairfield faculty
members visited Russia a
month ago to initiate programs
in business, economics and the
humanities and to expand
international relations. Arts
and Sciences Dean Orin
Grossman, School of Business
Dean Russell Boisjoly,
Associate Professor of History
Dav id McFadden and Adj unct
Business Lecturer Anna Tavis
ventured to Russia to visit
Russian universities and to
interact with Russian
professors and students.
Dean Grossman said,
"As a result of this program,
Fairfield will expand its
international presence because
we will both be sending
students to Russia and bringing
students from Russia here to
study."
Currently, Fairfield
hosts 70 students, from
international countries. This,
semester, nine students from
Russia are studying at
Fairfield, and the spring

semester an additional four
students
will
begin
matriculation' here. Dean
Grossman commented that "the
students speak wonderful
English. They are very much
looking forward to coming
here."
While in Russia, the
Fairfield representatives came
to an agreement with the U.S.
Russia Investment Fund, which
ensures a two-week pilot
internship to be conducted for
Russian bankers by Fairfield
University staff members. The
program began on October 23
and ended on November 3.
Incorporated into the
program is one week at Chase
Manhattan Bank in Bridgeport,
and an additional week at
Lafayette American Bank in
Hamden. Every three months,
Russian bankers will attend two
week training sessions.
In the summer of 1993,
the Russian Bankers Forum,
under the direction of 1963
graduate E. Gerald Corrigan,
was held to establish this
program. Corrigan, the former
president of the Federal Reserve
Bank, brought Russian bankers

student to Fairfield as a PepsiCo
scholar.
Beginning in the spring
semester, Irinna Margolina, a
Russian filmmaker will team-teach
a course on Russian culture and
film with Dr. Tavis. During the
week of March 24, Russian culture
will be explored through the
presentation of Margolina's films,
a concert by Dean Grossman, and
a lecture.
Funding the trip to Russia
was the PepsiCo Foundation
through their PepsiCo Russian
Studies grant, which gave
$566,000 to institute student
exchange programs with Russia.
A Visiting Russian Faculty
Program was also established to
promote the teaching and learning,
of Russian culture into the
curriculum.
Dean Grossman is very
excited about this program since,
"Russia is poised to become a
major economic player and
because- it is a major mission of
Fairfield University to become
more international." Through the
implementation of this program,
both Fairfield students and Russian
students will benefit from the
business
and
cultural
opportunities.

to Fairfield to study
American banking. The
bankers
attended
information sessions prior
to their internships. These
sessions were taught by'
Professor of Finance
Thomas Conine, Associate
Professor of Economics
Philip Lane, and Assistant
Professor of Accounting
Milo Peck.
RGU, the Russian
State University for the
Humanities, will be sending
students to Fairfield starting
in the fall of 1996. Fairfield
and RGU are working to
improve relations, so the
universities will be sending
and receiving students to
study history, fine arts,
American studies and
comparative literature.
Alexander Herzen
University, located in St.
Petersburg has invited
Fairfield
University
professors to study Russian
culture, and to teach
American
studies,
American literature and fine
arts. Next semester, Herzen
University will send one

Tree planted as memorial to Holocaust
Kristen Finello
Staff Writer
Members of the
University community and
local residents assembled
Thursday, November 2 for the
dedication of a Holocaust
memorial tree that was placed
near the entrance of the Pedro
Arrupe Campus Ministry
Center at the Egan Chapel.
The tree dedication was
sponsored by the Town of
Fairfield
Holocaust
Commemoration Committee.
For thirteen years the
committee has been active in
remembering the Holocaust
and the 6 million Jews killed
by the Nazis during the 1930s
and 40s. In the last four years,
the committee has sponsored
memorial tree dedications at
various locations in the
community
including
Independence Hall, the Calvin
United Church of Christ, St.
Emery' s Cathol ic Church, and
most recently on campus at
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the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola. The Rev. David
Jordan-Haas, a committee
member and Protestant
chaplain at the University, said
"There is a need to be more
open and willing to confront
the past and celebrate the
future with our Jewish brothers
and sisters."
Several members of
the University community
spoke
at
Thursday's
commemorative service
including Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J., University
president, who called the
memorial tree "a permanent
sign of hope for the humanity
we all share."
Other speakers from
the University were Dr. Ellen
Umansky, Carl and Dorothy
Bennett Professor of Judaic
Studies; Rev. Paul Carrier,
S.J., University Chaplain; and
Rabbi James Prosnit of
Congregation B'nai Israel in
Bridgeport and a lecturer in
the Religious Studies
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photo by Kevon Wolfthal
Fr. Kelley leads the tree dedication service. The tree is a gift of the town
of Fairfield Holocaust Committee and Fr. Kelley called it"a permanent
sign of hope for the humanity we all share."
Department. In addition,
two University students,
Sally Piervincenti '96 and
Tally
Schinik
'97,
participated in the tree
dedication ceremony.
The Town of
Fairfield
Holocaust
Commemoration
Committee is chaired by
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the Rev. Francis Lewis, S.J., a
professor of education at Fairfield
University, and made up of local
residents, spiritual leaders, and
'members of the university
community. The Honorary chairs
of the committee are First
Selectman Paul Audley,,
Selectman Jill Kelly and
Selectman Stanton H. Lesser.
"\
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Christine Hamel
News Editor
Peter O'Driscoll,
former director of Jesuit
Refugee Services in El
Salvador, spoke on November
7,1995. O'Driscoll presented
a slide lecture anddiscussion
on: "Another Side of El
Salvador: Refugees and the
Costs of War." The lecture
was sponsored by the honors
program and the program in
Latin American and Carribean
Studies.
O'Driscoll,
a
Harvard graduate, spent seven
years in El Salvador and was
one of the two lay members of
the Jesuit Refugee Services
in El Salvador. He is currently
doing graduate work at
Columbia University.
At 17, O'Driscoll
had visited his uncle who was
a Jesuit priest in Guiana, and
he felt overwhelmed there. He
shared with the audience
that he was relieved when he
left. He confronted this
experience in Guiana with his
interest in liberation theology
He had no clue what he was
getting into when he boarded
the plane for El Salvador.
A small gathering of
professors and students
listened as O'Driscoll began.
His primary focus for the
lecture was the impact of the
Civil War on the people in El
Salvador. His slides showed
the real people that were
affected and of the hardships
that they endured. He spoke
of the brutual expereince that
the war infl icted on these
people.
O'Driscoll lectured
on the history of El Salvador
. and all the problems that were
caused by the Civil War. The
Civil War ended in 1992 with
the signing of the Peace
Accords. He spoke about the
experiences and situations
that had happened to him
while he was in El Salvador.
He discussed the
political and economic
problems that plague El
Salvador. In addition,
O'Driscoll discussed the
repopulation problems that
plagued post - Civil War El
Salvador.
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Campus Beat
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Christine Hamel
News Editor .
. On October 30, a fire alarm went off in Dolan Hall due to a smoke bomb.
The fire alarm is label malicious. The smoke bomb went off in the area of Rm. 312.
There was no damageand noone was injured. The incident is still under investigation.
. On October 31, two individuals were arrested for criminal trespassing in
the townhouse area and escorted off campus. The individuals were non students.
They had thrown water balloons into students' houses. The individuals were
detained by students while the call was placed to campus security.
. There have been several RHINO incidents. RHINO is when a clamp is
placed on an unregistered car that has received more than 5 tickets. Please register
,your car at security.
. There has been another case of minors possessing alcohol. The report has
been sent to the judicial board.

Campus Crier
Tonight: Townhouse & Residence Life Off-Campus
Border Lottery Info, in the Gonzaga Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Friday, at 8 p.m., Mark Whitfield Jazz Guitar will take
place in the Quick Center. All seats are $20 and call the box
office for more details at ext. 4010.
FUSA FILM: "IL POSTINO" will be shown in the
Gonzaga Auditorium on Friday at 4 p.m., Saturday at 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Check out Club Black Box on Saturday at 10 p.m.
Class of 1998 Mass in the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola at 4 p.m. . ...iday.
Olin Lecture Series "Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Oak
Room.
Lead a "Smoke Free Life": School of Nursing Rm. 214
on Tuesday from 7 to 8 :30 p.m.;

Classifieds

WESTPORT INVESTMENT BROKERAGE FIRM
SEEKING:
BRIGHT, ARTICULATE, DEPENDABLE PEOPLE.
OPPORTUNITY PAYS $8 HR. WITH FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING. CONTACT LEE GRAY FOUR SEASONS
ASSET MANAGEMENT AT 226-3696.
CONVENIENT P/T POSITION. Grass roots, on-campus
marketing work with flexible hours for young dynamic company.
$6/hr. plus bonuses for a job well-done. Mutants need not apply.
The Princeton Review, 203/226-2662.
Baby-sitter needed. $6/hr. Walking distance from University.
Flexible hours. Free use of laundry facilities. Call 254-1736.
LOVING,RESPONSIBLE, FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED
FOR SEVERAL DAYTIME HOURS A WEEK. VERY FLEXIBLE
HOURS; OWN CAR HELPFUL BUT NOT NECESSARY. GOOD
HOURLY RATE. 256-1701.
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations to Promote
SPRING BREAK Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS
CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http:// www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America's # 1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800)95-BREAK!

to Greggy, Happy Belated Birthday!..to
the fly -girls., the Frozen Shamrock's
new red - headed housemate., to going to
Aruba and Hawaii - Big Money., to
drunk and chronic.liars.. to the energizer
bunny., to the 13 inch grinder., to Griek's
favorite fox.. toGrazti falling on 196.. to
Puss -n- Boots., to junior night out and to
many drunken hook-ups..to captains of
the swim team waking up wet., to 5 day
recycled thermal socks., to the meat man
at the rib house., to saving "Dot" in
Baltimore., to JH - Cheerleader
Extrordinaire.. to TH11 l's Halloween
Bash., to the clumsy old granny..to the
"seasick" pirate., to cracking oyisters
and cutting out butts., to partially
understanding P. Chem.. to tasties that
are NICE guys too., to friends that take
road trips to ska shows., to Mike of
Spring Heeled Jack, another great tasty.,
to delicious free Greek food at the culture
fest.. to our moms for preparing the
food., to Mui being elected treasurer of
the Greek club & to getting in touch with
her Greek side., to Nichole and her ska
music, to Tom, the food manager- thanks
for the Spiderman cereal., to Camp
Shrimala.. to lit reviews being finished.,
to the awesome townhouses that made
Halloween special for he kids•■- thank
you., to TH 85.. to friends like "Frank
T." - you're awesome., to drunken soccer
parents., to ES 409.. to sleeping on the
floor in ES 409 and loving it., to FU
Women's Soccer MAAC Champions.,
to 2 hours of free cocktails in Baltimore.,
to Veach: MAAC Keeper of the Year &
Journey MVP., to Schweizer's "favorite
song"., to AM'sNew York driving skills.,
to a championship., to Veach decking #
14.. to the lovely ladies at the Guys Dup,
TH24, Cool House, Wooden Seamen,
Margaritaville, and of course the RA's
on Dolan 4 and Gonzaga 1.. to Trick or
Shot at the beach., to having the best
friends anyone could ask for even if we
are a little psychotic, to Pishgoose - FU
Intramural football champs - 3 yrs in a
row.. to Farmer B i 11, wanna square dance
- Cottoneye Joe., to the Lobster Trap
nuns., to the Insulator on voice mail., to
"I Want Candy" and the men it
K represents., to Yale functions., to funny,
incompetent dealers., to losing
practically all my "money"., to Chrissie
V. - welcome back and stay well!
wemissed you!., to the creative ways of
eating pudding., to the Gonzaga
Gladiators, IM Soccer Champs., to the
G2 ladies - you're the best., to a great
Gonzaga staff - I'll miss you guys!., to
the old Dolan staff - you are the best &
I'll missybu.. to 196 Nights (open'bar)..to
Th 16 - PJ party - crazy sexy cod., to
Mary the bumble bee - no rain., to guys
who admit they're wrong., tofriends who
can always bring you out of the darknessthanks Cez I love ya.. to Charissa &
Anna - Lisa - congrats you made it!., to
TH63 - all the basketball players in the
house, "Oh my God"., to tall guys who
smell good., to the GNZ 2 RA - you are
the best., to gaining a close friend and an
awesome staff member., to new
opportunities, new goals, and an old
place to always come back to., to AL we love ya.. to "run Forrest run"., to the
"kermit shot"., to "Mr & Mrs Schultz"..

to things not going according to plan., to
girls who blend in the crowd., to not
being aware of what is in store for you
next year.. to the biggest jerk on campus.,
to stealing boyfriends in New Rochelle..
to freezing b/c you have no heat., to
leaving Eli's with the owner.of another
bar., to the MAAC wondertwin dressers.,
to inept officiating at the MAACs.. to
the "Home of Happy People" not being
happy., to "Lighty Whitey Man
returning"., to "the Germinaters".. to'
"white sweaters"., to the underclassmen
FUSA queen., to roommates who type
nasty letters., to the dyed blonde on Lyl
2 who thinks she's all that., to loud
people in the library., to the Health Center
for screwing me over., to that
Thanksgiving is still so far away., to
fairnet cards that get shut off., to not
having * 69.. to "Big Big Wolf'., to ES
Hall Monitors., to driving the Deegan
with an open trunk., to head coaches
who don't play seniors in the MAAC
Championship., to no substitutes., to
watching soccer in subzero weather., to
all those who "swing" get a grip., to
those who get God complexes-'from
swingers., to friends who think they are
Bruce Lee - thanks for the hurt nose., to
getting beer spilled down your back at
196 nights., to hooking up with your
crush and knowing he will never care
about you., to rude cashiers, .to people
who insist I' choose one person to like
(Whom should I chooose, anyway?)., to
people who open your dryer while it is
on., to Fairnet.. to overhearing jocks
gay-bash in the mezz.. to having to pee
in traffic both ways toBaltimorc. to
overtime in Siberia., to Loyola #14 "Headband Girl"., to all the men who
make "our friends" psychotic, to men
who lie., to feeling like you're fighting
a losing battle., to boys who call you
their best friend but don't even call., to
not being able to like the "nice" guy., to
friends who deserve to be happy and
aren't., to the rec - plex giving out candy
after working off dinner., to 2nd floor
Gonzaga RA leaving - we'll miss you!..
to only having 40 days left before
graduation., to people who hook up with
old flings for revenge - loser... to grad
school applications., to having to take
your senior potraits over., to 196.. to
JUNIORS at 196.. to novaman and that
bleep! bleep! alarm., to the front of the
bus., to wearing flip flops at the banquetto the white crap in hte corners of
mouths., to wetting your new bed.,
tenon alcoholic beer that makes you
sick., to renting out a lobby for 196.. to
waiting an hour for one drink., to the
show time guy on the bus., to your dress
falling off on the way to the hotel., to
high and mighty racist students., to
getting stuck on the Regis elevator at
midnight..to boyfriends being too far
away., to having a friends ex girlfriend
think that you were part of the reason NO don't think so., to taking voice lessons
and getting worse., to EXCEL and slow
computers., to breaking up "it's for real
this time"., to not haiving enough space
ortimc.tobeing unorganized., to boring
weekends., to PMS.. to missing your
boyfriend., to missing your friends..to a
friend's weekend paid for by "Daddy"..

News
Attention Fairfield
BANNER problems
University Community:
alleviated

The Fairfield Mirror
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JoAnn Gometz
StaffWriter
BANNER, the University's
program for on-line computer
registration, will be used for the second
time this semester, according to the
Office of the Registrar.
The program, which allows
students to avoid the hassles of
overbooked classes, has been revised
since last semester and should work
efficiently during this registration
period.
Students received information
last week from their major departments,
concerning the particulars of each area's
pre-registration workings, especially
about this week's advising sessions. In
some smaller departments, information
about major registration was also given
out this week.
Course selection booklets,
available last Friday in the Registrar's
Office, contained a pink slip explaining
the BANNER registration procedure.
In Phase I, this week, all
students are to meet with their advisors
to plan next semester's schedule, review
completed courses, and fill out the
registration form with choices formajor,
minor, and core/elective courses and
alternatives.
During Phase II, next week,
all students will register in Canisius
200, the Registrar's Office, for their
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major and minor courses. Seniors
will do so on Monday, juniors on
Tuesday, sophomores on Wednesday,
Freshman on Thursday, and all minors
on Friday. Business and biology
majors will use their lottery numbers
within their class to avoid lines, and
should consult the pink slip for their
time.
In Phase III, November 2730, all students will register for their
core and elective courses. All
undeclared majors will register for all
courses at this time. Lottery numbers,
posted outside Canisius 200, have been
split into groups of 60, and assigned
one half-hour block on the day that
class is to register. Only those students
within a block need to be present at the
starting time for that block, as no
number will be called before the posted
starting time.
Students should arrive at the
time assigned for their block with
their ID cards and the white and yellow
copies of their registration forms.
When their number is called, they will
proceed to a computer terminal and
register, leaving with a copy of next
semester's schedule in hand.
According to the Registrar's
Office, all problems which plagued
students using the system last semester
have been worked out, and all should
run smoothly over the next few weeks.

3

Again as part of the preparation for the fiscal
year '97 University budget process, the University
Finance Committee is holding two open budget forums. The University Finance Committee, with representation from the faculty, student body and administration, is responsible for proposing the fiscal '97 total
University operating budget to the president. The
Committee initiated these forums last year to provide
an opportunity for any member of the University
community to have input into the budget process. We
encourage students, faculty, and staff to offer comments relating to budget priorities or funding needs
either by addressing the Finance Committee directly
on November 16th from 4:00 p.m. to 6: 00 p.m. or on
November 17th from 12:00 noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Barone Campus Center, or by writing to the University
Finance Committee, William Lucas, Chair, McAuliffe
Hall.
The purpose of these sessions is information
gathering, and in order to provide for an opportunity,
to accommodate as many participants as possible, we
ask that all comments be limited to no more than ten
minutes. Please join us on either November 16th or
17th. Thank you.
William J. Lucas
Chair

:;■:■:■,■:■;■:•:•:■:■:-:■: ■:■:•:■:■:■:•:•:*: ■:•:•:■: ■•••:■:■

TO: ALL FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES WHO ARE INTERESTED IN BEING MEMBERS OFTHE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT COURT.
DUE TO MEMBERS OF THE
PRESENT COURT GOING ABROAD NEXT SEMESTER, THE COURT HAS FOUR TEMPORARY OPENINGS. THESE OPENINGS WILL
BE FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER. THOSE STUDENTS WHO WOULD LIKE TO STAY ON THE
COURT FOR THE NEXT YEAR WILL HAVE
THE OPTION DEPENDING ON THE NUMBER
OF JUSTICES LEAVING IN THE FALL OF '96.

I
I
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I FREE LUNCH SANDWICH WITH A PURCHASE OF ANOTHER|
■
LUNCH SANDWICH OF GREATER OR EQUAL PRICE.
_
NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR SPECIAL ■
OFFER. EXPIRES 10/31/95. BAGELZ OF FAIRFIELD.
|

*F&EE COFFEE £ BASEL £ trY/TH*
CREAM CHEESE
!
■
PURCHASE A BAGEL WITH CREAM CHEESE & A SMALL
■
■

COFFEE RECEIVE ANOTHER ONE FREE OF EQUAL OR LESSER
PRICE. NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR
SPECIAL OFFER. EXPIRES 10/31/95. BAGELZ OF FAIRFIELD.

_
■

2074 BLACK ROCK TNPK. • FAIRFIELD • 368-6568
ACROSS FROM EDWARD'S SUPERMARKET

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THIS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR CRITICAL
THINKING AND UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT, PLEASE COME BY THE STUDENT
COURT DESK IN THE BASEMENT OF THE
CAMPUS CENTER OR CALL EXT. 2686 AND
LEAVE YOUR NAME AND NUMBER.
WE WILL ONLY TAKE THE FIRST TEN
APPLICANTS SO IF YOU ARE INTERESTED,
PLEASE ACT QUICKLY. THE DEADLINE IS
NOVEMBER 21.
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New Headmaster named at
Fairfield Prep
Christine Hamel
News Editor
The Rev. Michael G.
Boughton, S.J., will be the successor to
the Rev. James C. L. Airmond, S.J.,
who has resigned as Headmaster of
Fairfield Prep as of June 30,1996. His
resignation was at the request of the
Jesuit Superior of the Chicago Province who asked him to return there for
reassignment.
Boughton is currently the rector of the Fairfield Jesuit Community.

His successor will be named at a
later date.
The Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., President of Fairfield University,
noted that Fr. Airmond was involved in
every phase of life at the Prep where he
developed a strong emphasis on faculty, staff, and student accountability;
reorganized the daily schedule in order
to increase student-teacher contact and
faculty availability for after school consultation. He developed a unified and
integrated curriculum in each discipline, and stabilized tuition increments
and increased financial aid grants.
Coming to Prep in 1989,.
Airmond had the second longest tenure
in Prep's 53 year history. "I will be
. leaving with a sense of sadness and yet
a very real feeling of accomplishment.
It has been a challenging assignment
and I take great pride in what we have
been able to accomplish. My years
here will long be a wonderful memory
for me," Airmond said.
During his administration,
Airmond has made numerous physical
improvements to Berchmans Hall and
Xavier Hall. This was done to enhance
the learning environment, to expand
the fine arts program, and to improve
accessibility for the disabled. Also, the
science facilities were completely
enhaced to increase classroom and laboratory offerings. Currently, he is working on a second update of computer
facilities fora state-of-the-art computer
center to open in September 1996 so
that each discipline will integrate computer technology.
Airmond was previously academic assistant principal at St. Ignatius

College Prep in Chicago, director and
academic dean of Loyola University of
Chicago's Rome Centerof Liberal Arts in
Italy, andlleadmaster of Loyola Academy in Wilmette, Illinois. By this June,
he will have completed 25 years in educational administration and plans a sabbatical year before beginning new duties.
"I am particularly pleased with
the way my administrative team has
wprked together for the betterment of
Prep. They are the best I have even been
privileged to work with and I am confident they will make the transition to a
new I leadmaster as smooth as possible,"
Airmond said.
Bringing a background of 25
years as a member of the Society of Jesus,
Boughton will become Headmaster effective July 1, 1996. He earned a bachelor of arts and masters of arts in English
from Boston College. Also, he earned a
master of divinity degree form Weston
School of Theology.
Boughton taught English for
three years at Cheverus High,School in
Portland, Maine. He was also moderator
of the intramural program and director of
the Senior Service Project. He was ordained in 1979. He served as chaplain of
the College of the Holy Cross for 11 years
and taught English there as well.
Fr. Peter Hans Kolvenbach,
Superior General of the Society of Jesus,
appointed him rector of the Fairfield Jesuit Community in June of .199.1. At
Fairfield University, he taught a course in
the English department "Religious
Themes in 20th Century Literature." He
has also been a group leader for Campus
Ministry's Mission Volunteer trips to Jamaica and Ecuador. He has performed
pastoral ministry at Prep and at Fairfield
University as well as at local parishes and
jails in Bridgeport. He is also involved in
the ministry of retreat and spiritual direction. Earlier this year, Boughton was the
commencement speaker at Prep's graduation.
"As rector, Fr. Boughton has
demonstrated vigorous leadership and a
compassionate nature. With these qualifies, he is certain to inspire Prep to continue its high level of academic and spiritual programs, commingled with a warmth
that its fine young men will appreciate,"
Fr. Kelley said.

Send all cheers and boos to
the Mirror at Box AA or drop
them off by the Mirror office.
Sunday night is the deadline- so
don't be late!
Space is limited! Next week
is the last issue before Thanksgiving so give your friends a
shout!

The Fairfield Mirror

New courses offered next
semester
Jenifer Corr
Staff Writer
Fairfield University is
offering 23 new undergraduate
courses for the 1996 spring
semester. Many of the new courses
were developed because of new
minors available at the University
this year..
Robert Russo.of the
Registrars Office, commented that
some of the courses reflect the
new African American studies,
environmental studies, and
Russian and European studies
minors. Multiculturalism is also
promoted through several of the
new classes offered.
"A lot of the new classes
are offered by new faculty
members in their areas of
expertise," Russo said. Usually
there are 15-20 new classes added
each semester. This could explain
the wide variety of course topics.
Three of the new courses
are aresult of the African American
Studies minor. An English class,
"Early
African-American
Literature," surveys the major
works of African American
literature written between 1773
and 1903. "Topics in African
History," aims to give students an
overview of the modern history of
Africa. "Inventing Themselves:
African-American Women in U.S.
History" focuses on women as
subjects of importance in the
family and labor force.
Sociology has added
anthropology to its department
and now offers two new courses.
"Marriage in Cross-Cultural

Perspective " exposes students to a range
of theoretical perspectives used in
anthropology. "Language, Culture, and
Society " surveys central themes in
sociolinguisitics.
The
American
s tudies
department is offering "Baseball: Myth
and Reality," to compare the romantic
idealism of the game with the business
and history sides. This seminar will be
taught by Fay Vincent, the former baseball
commissioner.
Another new course, "Rural
Nursing in Appalachia," offers nursing
students a chance to study the impact of
rural poverty on health. The students
may also take "Clinical Practice in
Appalachia," which allows them to spend
spring break there working with public
health nurses.
. The Religion department and
the philosophy department have teamed
up this semester to offer "Evil;" The
course will ask the questions: "What is
evil? What is our responsibility in the
face of evil?" Students who take this
course can get credit in either religion or
philosophy.
Most general courses are
developed by faculty members. An
academic committee then reviews the
plans for the course and decided if it
should be approved. A dean, however,
can approve a course for one semester
without submitting it to the committee. A
course is generally taught by the person
who created it.
The courses offered each
semester generally rotate because a full
time faculty member can teach three
classes at a time. When a professor teaches
a new course, one of the ones previously
taught is taken out. A dean can also
cancel a class if there is a low number of
students registered for it. Core classes,
Russo said,are generally widely accepted •

Don't forget to see your
advisor to talk about the new
course offerings that are
available for next
semester!
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An opportunity to study the environment: The minor
in Environmental Studies.
Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor

"Time was not wasted. We were
able to develop a clearer idea of what was
wanted," said Dr. Lisa -Newton. She was
referring to the period between the proposal
of the Environmental Studies minor in 1984
and its approval this past April. The minor is
directed by Dr. Newton who is also professor
of philosophy and director of the Programs
in Applied Ethics and Environmental
Studies.
The first funds for the minor started
in 1985 when it was under consideration.
Some preliminary work was done which
included deciding which courses would be
appropriate for the minor. Because of an
academic vice president who did not favor
interdisciplanary programs, the idea was
"killed" in 1987. After he left, the minor in
Environmental Studies was taken into
consideration again.
An
academic
minor
in
Environmental Studies fulfills the
educational purposes of Fairfieldbased upon
its mission as a Catholic and Jesuit University
in three ways. First, Fairfield has a duty to
prepare its students for a professional life in
a variety of fields. Because the new minor is
an interdisciplanary program and there is a
growing concern with problems of the
environment, understanding these issues will
complement many careers such as law, health

sciences, and business.
The University also encourages
students to participate in their own
governementas members of a democracy
and issues concerning the environment are
sure to dominate the agendas of democracy
in the future. Lastly, environmental issues
involve values and moral choice. As a
Catholic and Jesuit college, it is appropriate
that Fairfield takes on public moral choices
associated with the protection of the
environment.
"Environmental affairs affect every
field. It's an area that's expanding, not
contracting. Environmental regulations also
affect everyone. It is important to be aware
of the environment not only for those reasons,
but it. is important in order to be a good
citizen," said Newton.
There are 12 students who are
minoring in Environmental Studies at this

Homeopathic medicine: an
alternative to conventional medicine
Maria Trunzo
Staff Writer

When celebrities such as Larry
King, Rush Limbaugh, and Lindsay
Wagner begin to endorse something, the
general public tends to either listen
skeptically or ignore them altogether. But
in the case of homeopathic medicine
"regular" people like Fairfield senior
Alyson Fins and her family turn to its
natural remedies to cure everything from
sore throats to sprained ankles.
Homeopathy started in the mid1800's when people became increasingly
dissatisfied with "modern" medical
remedies and turned to more natural relief.
Since then homeopathy has been the answer
for many people in various different
countries when physiological health is
concerned. "My doctor often prescribes
sulfur to cure my ailments," Fins said. "He
has worked with me for so long that he is
familiar enough with my body chemistry
to know that this will usually work."
The differences between
homeopathic and conventional medicine
range from the ingredients in the drugs to
the actual doctors visits.I n a homeopathic
doctor's office the atmosphere is the same,
but the examinations are quite different.
"My friends were so confused when I told
them that I never had to get undressed at a
doctor's appointment," said Fins. The
doctor will ask questions regarding the
patients mood, such as whetherthey would
rather be in a warm or cold place and if they
feel more hungry or thirsty. Based on their
answers, the doctor will be able to prescribe
a remedy that will improve the patients
Vwhole state of being. These remedies may

include a ground honeybee for a sore throat
or a diluted solution of arsenic for cramps
or hay fever. Homeopathic doctors do not
persuade their patients to stay away from
conventional remedies. "When I got my
teeth pulled my doctor told me to go ahead
and take the codeine," said Fins.
Many medical doctors deny the
validity of these cures. Nature Magazine
sponsored a team of researchers that went
to France to oversee homeopathic research
being done there and returned with the
conclusion the tests were "ill-controlled"
and failed to rule out "systemmatic error,
including observer basis"- Other medical
doctors have concluded that diluting a
substance 24-28 times ensures that there is
not enough active ingredient left to do any
harm or good. Consumer Reports reported
that "to stimulate the body's defenses with
little-or none-of the original medication
would require a miracle". After conducting
extensive research at Purdue University,
Dr. Varro Tyler remarked that" oil might
as well take a milk-sugar tablet. It's alot
cheaper."
Although devout praticers of
homeopathy swear by its cures and medicaT
doctors swear that it is bogus there are no
conclusive tests to either prove or disprove
homepathic medicine. Thesenatural cures
do however take longer to cure ailments
and the natural prescriptions will sometimes
include staying in bed for a few days until
the active ingredients can get a chance to
start working. These are not realistic choices
for many people today especially a college
student, but Alyson Fins and thousands of
other practicers believe that "letting things
work their way out naturally will decrease
the possibility of their coming back to
haunt you."

the minor previously. They have agreed to
serve as mentors for the current crop of
environmental students," said Dr. Newton.
The rogram in Environmental
Studies hopes that the seeds of ideas that are
dropped by the professors during class time
will grow into careers with the help of the
alumni. Under the Environmental Associates
Program coordinated by Alexandria Faiz,
alumni can mentor students, speak oncampus, and arrange off-campus internships.
Mahoney's mentor is an
environmental attorney. "I met with him
last week. It was an informal meeting. We
discussed the field of environmental law,
public policy, carreers and goals. He is
helpful in giving me some sense of direction
time. These students are receiving a solid and I can talk to him weekly or monfhy,"
grounding in scientific method and said Mahoney.
Internships are also part of the
environmental sciences, gaining experience
in critical thinking on environmental matters, Environmental Studies Program.Students
getting exposed to both sides of must submit a resume to the department
contemporary policy disputes, and obtaining which is then passed on to various contacts
some appreciation of the imaginative and who will then set up interviews. Mahoney
symbolic meanings of the natural provided an example of the type of
internships available. He is a wetlands intern
environment.
SeniorMark Mahoney is one.of for the town of Stamford, serving an
those students. "The program is young but it executive conservation assistant. His
has a lot going for it," said Mahoney. responsibilities include examining properties
Mahoney described one of his classes, to make sure people are complying with
Introduction to Environmental Studies, regulations.
The Environmental Studies
taught by Dr. Randy Chambers. The class
consists of lectures, field, and in-class lab- Program has always had a lot to offer the the
excercises.
Mahoney, like other study of the environment, with an
Environmental Studies minors, has been environmental studies library in Canisius
and an annual journal called Pondside. The
paired with a mentor.
,
"There are many alumni in new minor has been.estbalished and it can
environmental careers despite not having only enrich this program.

This Weekend....
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The Judy Dater Exhibit
"Cycles" opened at the
Walsh Art Gallery in the
Quick Center last Friday.
This provacative photography exhibit will continue to be displayed
through Friday, December 22. Gallery hours are
Tuesday-Saturday, 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, noon to 4 p.m.
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Fairfield Faces: Ron Bruner
Linda Crowe
Contributing Writer
It was a sunny Friday afternoon as
I walked across campus to the basement of
Xavier Hall of the Prep School—the home
to the Fairfield University Media Center. It
is a walk which is as familiar to me as the
back of my hand since I have been a workstudy at the Media Center for the past four
years. However, this time Fwas not simply
approaching the Media Center to work my
shift. I was embarking on a hew adventure—
the chance to interview Ron Bruner—one
of the most well-known and well-liked
employees on campus, yet someone who
few students or administrators know much
about.
To most students, Ron Bruner is
known, as he humorously put it, as "the bald
guy on campus who brings T.V.'s to your
classrooms so you don't have to listen to
your professors." As a Media Circulation
Technician, Ron is responsible for delivering
and picking up AV equipment across the
entire campus, including places such as
Canisius, Bannow, Donnarumma, Alumni
Hall, the Barrone Campus Center, and the
Pepsico Theatre. As Ron explained to me,
"During the academic year, myself and my
cohort, Kirk Anderson, along with the work
studies, are responsible for moving
approximately 16,000 pieces of equipment
around campus." In addition to delivering
equipment, Ron also does field repairs and
adjustments on the units on campus. In the
few moments a day that he spends in the
Media Circulation offfice in Xavier Hall,
camcorders and 35mm cameras are loaned
out to students for their class assignments ,
phone calls are taken, and delivery schedules
arranged.
As I entered the Media Circulation
office on this particular day, I found Ron
busy taking orders, preparing for the
afternoon deliveries, and chatting with his
co-workers. He noticed my arrival and
greeted me with his familiar' Hello," "Have
you remembered that I am going to interview
you today?" I questioned him. "Sure have.
Fire away," he responded, gathering up the
delivery sheets and heading outside to the
media van. Finally, I was going to get the
chance to begin my interview and discover,
as I would later find out, the many different
and interesting sides to Ron Bruner.
Born in the late 1940s, Ron
considers himself a true baby boomer. He
grew up in Westchester County, New York,
the son of two World War II veterans. His
father was a radio/T.V. editor and a
correspondent for Stars and Stripesduring
the war. His mother worked as a customer
service representative at a bank and, during
World War II, was Eisenhower's interpreter
in North Africa. "It's funny that I ended up
in a communications field. I suppose I was
influenced by my father's work more than
I realized," he stated.
As a young kid, Ron had many
■ different hobbies including HAM radio,
nature and science, photography, model
railroading, building things from bird houses
to go -carts, and as he put it, "taking things
apart to see how they worked." He had many
aspirations for his future. "When I was in
high school, I was very into autocar racing.
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I was introduced to the sport by a neighbor
After various odd jobs, such as a
of mine who raced and owned a car bus driver, kennel worker, and car salesman,
dealership. After graduation, I was planning Rjn decided to try his hand at photography.
to get more involved in it. At the same time, "I got a job at Loring Studio, a leading
I was pursuing a career'in veterinary " ortheast chain. I remained there, as a
medicine and taking courses at my local studio photographer, for three years and
college."
then moved to another studio, in which I
Thqn, in the summer of 1966, at was a manager as well as a photographer. I
the height of the Vietnam conflict, Ron shot yearbook senior portraits (50 a day),
received notice that he was going to be school sports, faculty pictures, candids, and
drafted into the service even though he was every other picture that goes into a yearbook,
taking twelve college credits at the time not to mention baby pictures, family
during the summer session. Rather than groups, weddings, andmodelingportfolios."
risking being placed in a dangerous front- After several years, Ron quit to start his own
line infantry position, Ron enlisted in the studio, a business he ran for six years. But
Air Force because he felt his chances for after a while, he became tired of chasing
survival would be better if he did so.
down other people for money and thought
Sitting in the media van and it would be nice to receive a steady paycheck.
smoking a slowly-burning cigarette, Ron
Some would say it was fate which
began to tell me in detail of his experiences led Ron Bruner to the Fairfield University
in the military. "When I went into the service Media Center in the fall of 1986. "I had
(Air Force), they sent me to language school signed up to take a class in video at the
in Monterey, California where I was enrolled
niversity when I saw that they had a position
in an intensive Spanish class and became a open in the Media Center which would
linguist. From there, I went to another school
where I studied communication intelligence
and electronic intelligence. It was either
that or becoming an antenna repair man
climbing 200 foot towers. Since I don't like
heights, I thought becoming a linguist was
the wisest choice. It also gave me the
opportunity to travel which has always
been an interest of mine."
After his preparation and training,
Ron was stationed in Key West, Florida
where his primary job, as he states, was "to
spy on the Cubans. While I was there, I had
a lot of free time sol went out and bought
a good used camera and took up photography
which had been an interest of mine since
receiving a camera and developing kit for
my eighth birthday. I moved out of the
barracks into a housetrailer and was able to
set up a makeshift dark room in my
bathroom." While in Florida, Ron also
continued his education by taking a couple
of general education courses.
After a three year and nine month
tour of duty, Ron got out of the military—
three months early, as he says, because he
was able to arrange a letter of acceptance
from an accredited college. However, at
this point in his life, as Ron told me while
taking another puff on his cigarette, "I
didn't really know what I wanted to study
or what I wanted to do with my life. I
wanted to pursue environmental studies,
but not many schools offered it then and I
felt I was too old to resume veterinary
studies. I studied courses that interested
me, including sciences, marketing,
communications, and photography, (where
I would end up teaching certain parts of the
course) at the University of New Haven."

than $4 an hour -.^

enable me to take my class for free as well as
give me access to their equipment. "After
that," he said jokingly, "I got lazy and
stayed."
This month marks Ron's ninth
anniversary at the Media Center. In addition
to working at the Media Center, Ron
continues to run his own photography
business. . His primary customers are
wedding parties, bar mitzvahs, and yearbook
portraits. He has also gotten involved with
computer manipulation of photos and
desktop publishing.
When I asked him what has kept
him at the Media Center, his answer was
somewhat surprising. "There used to be a
family spirit here and the primary emphasis
was on education. Everbody realized that
their work directly affected other
departments, and ultimately the students, so
they worked like a team for the betterment
of the students. But, in the past couple of
years, the emphasis has seemed to gravitate
more towards the business of theUniversity
as opposed to the business of education.
This opinion is shared by many other people
on campus, not just.me."
Although Ron is disappointed with
the lack of morale among employees, overall,
he is still very pleased with his work
environment. "I enjoy working with people
and the majority of the people and students
here are great. I also enjoy the pleasant
surroundings and the low stress environment.
I just don't want us to forget what we're here
for." And, turning to me with a smile, Ron
concluded
our interviews by stating,
"Working with young people is one of the
best parts of this job, because it keeps me
from growing old."
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Getting to know the Town of
Fairfield

New Eucharistic
Ministers commissioned

Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor
Sixteen
students were
commissioned as Eucharistic Ministers at a
ceremony held at Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola Sunday night. The students have
been training for five weeks under the coleadership of Mark Potter and Kelly Volpi.
The training was also directed by Carolyn
Rusiackas. A reception for families and
friends took place in the McGrath Room
after the Mass, and commissioning
ceremony. The Eucharistic ministers , as.
pictured, are, in the first row: Kelly Volpi

'96, co-leader, Roseann Vrola '98, Matt
Lipson '98, Tina Guntek '98, Kathleen
Kiernan '99, Jessica Titus '98, Carolyn
Saxon '97, Mark Potter '96, co-leader.
In the second row: Michael Batista
'98, Dustin Lipson '98, Thomas Brennan
'98, Lisa Sticca '98, Eric Roland '9T, Mike
Reardon '98, Catherine Jablonski '97.
In the third row: Carolyn
Rusiackas, Assistant Chaplain, Roy
Ardizzone '99, Christopher Mortell '99,
Bryan Moran '96,
For information about becoming
a Eucharistic Minister, .contact Carolyn
Rusiackas in Campus Ministry at ext. 2901.

Burr Homestead

Linda Scerrato
Contributing Writer

As students at Fairfield University,
we have become pretty familiar with our
campus and the history of the school.
When we. were applying-to Fairfield-, as
incoming freshmen, interviewers and
countless welcoming letters from
administrators notified us that Fairfield was
a highly respected institution founded by
Jesuit priests. However, how many of us
know anything about the history of the
town of Fairfield, the area in which we live
for four years?
Yes, we know where Stop &
Shop is as well as McDonald's and a few
local bars. Does anyone know that the
Town Green was once the site for military
drills in prepaation for the French and Indian
War and the Revolutionary War? How
about that Fairfield Center, which now
holds Tommy's, a favorite restaurant
among students, was once the location of
the area blacksmith, the turntable for the
trolley cars, and one of the first department
stores in Fairfield County?
I learned all of this new
information when I recently visited the
Fairfield Historical Society, located at 636
Post Road. Barbara Austen, librarian, says
that the purpose of the Society is "to give
people insights into the history of Fairfield
through objects, instead of just reading
books." The building's library is loaded
with printed materials, manuscripts, maps,
architectural drawings, and pictorial records
documenting the history of Fairfield from
the colonial period to the present. Austen
says that the sources for local history are
even better than those in the town library,
and she encourages University students to
visit the society to research projects.
The Historical Society also has a
museum which holds paintings and prints

This Weekend cont'd
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"Peruvian Art and Culture Throughout the Centuries" is
an exhibit featured at the Bridgeport Public Library . Artifacts,
jewelry , handicrafts, dress, and leather goods from the Pre-Incan,
Incas, and present day Peru are part of the exhibit. It will run
through November. The library is located at 925 Broad Street. For
more information call (203) 576-7777.

Music
Jazz artist Mark Whitfield will perform Friday night at the Quick
Center at 8 p.m. He is considered "the best young guitarist on the
scene today." Tickets are available at the box office.

RUNNING LOW ON STAG BUCKS?
Now's the time to add to your account!!!
Purchase $50 or more in Stag Bucks and
get $5 in Stag Bucks free for a limited time!!!
Stag Bucks can be used in all dining facili-

Photo: N. Rivard

of local scenes and people, Fairfield-made
furniture, tools, agricultural implements,
toys, household accessories, and a selection
of textiles. "Not many people know that
Fairfield was once a farming community,"
Austen said.
As I walked through the museum,
on a Wednesday afternoon, there were no
other people there except for a staff member.
I had' a great opportunity to examine some
historical artifacts that I would not have
been exposed to otherwise. Among them
were actual men's women's, and children's
costumes from the 18th century, and an
assortment of bedding that people used
from various classes of society.
The society also sponsors "artistic
and interpretive exhibits," bus trips, lectures,
workshops, and tours of its 18th century
farmhouse, Ogden House, located at
Bronson Road. Built in the early 1750s for
Jane and David Ogden, the house was
restored in the 1930's for Connecticut's
300th birthday celebration. Old-fashioned
parties are held here for children, complete
with colonial games, candle making ,
weaving and creating corn husk dolls—a
great idea for all you babysitters and
nannies!
Walking "tours of Old Post Road
and the Town Center are available. They
include visits to Burr Homestead, built in
1732, which was and still is one of the
town's great cultural and social attractions.
"We sponsor programs that will
interest everyone from three to 93 years
old," Austen said. So, if you are looking for
a little taste of history from the town we
now call home, visit the Fairfield Historical
Society which is open weekdays from
9:30-4:30 p.m., and weekends from 1:005:00 p.m. The staff is always looking for
volunteers and interns who assist in artifact
cataloguing, research, special events for
children, and adult tours of exhibitions.
This can be an exceptional opportunity for
history and sociology majors, and anyone
interested can call the Society at 259-1598.

Submissions to the Mirror
can be sent to the e-mail
address MIRROR

ties.
Stop by the Dining Service Office to purchase your Stag Bucks
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Yes, that biannual event is upon us once again. Time
to engage in disappointment, frustration and, Anally not
enough classes. If you haven't guessed, it's time to register!
No matter how many well-meaning changes the
Registrar's office makes in order to make registration less
painless, it's still a dreaded process from beginning to end.
Upon getting the cou r se books, students eagerly peruse
the course offerings. Some people (notably second-semester
seniors) start complaining because all the easy classes that
their friends took are not being offered. Others immediately
start arranging their schedules for Fridays off, but are
dismayed when a required course has to be taken on Friday
mornings.
After the meeting with the adviser, which for some
people can be even more of a headache, major and minor
registration begins. The halls of outside the secretaries' office
becomes unusually active at 6 a.m. during this week. Even
with the early wakeup call, someone who woke up at 4:30 a.m.
can get the last slots in the classes.
Finally, it's time for core registration. This is the
culmination of the registration fun for students who weren't
lucky enough to be preregistered beforehand. Students sit in
a Canisius classroom, cursing at the television screen upon
which the closed courses are being shown, waiting for their
number to be called. After finally registering, they make a
beeline for the nearest professor to get signed in. Studies have
proven that more Fairfield professors get hand cramps at
registration time that at any other time of the year.
If students learn anything from the registration
process it's that it doesn't get any easier the older you get, and
it doesn't matter what your number is because you will never
get your ideal schedule.
Registration is a necessary evil, but it shouldn't be as
painful as it is. BANNER is not the cure-all for registration
glitches, nor will it necessarily replace early morning long
lines. Until some better way is found, students will have to
grin and bear it. And set their alarm clocks for 4 a.m.
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Defending the "Fall Fling"
To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to the second part of Kurt
Hackbarth's article about the "Fall
Fling" in the last issue. Mr.
Hackbarth, here's a journalistic tip,
do not write about things you know
nothing about. First of all, students
were not encouraged to drink their
brains out at the "Fall Fling."
Myself and others refused to fill
the cups of students who had shown
that they had enough to drink.
Second of all, how dare you be a
spokesperson for the Pellecciones,
or do you even know that the
student'snameisTim Pelleccione.
The Pellecciones did not feel
demeaned and were very
appreciative of the $5,000 that was
raised for them.

The money for Tim was
greatly needed. I agree that to have
the fund-raiser right after alcohol
awareness week was not the right
time, yet, I will not say having this
type of fund raiser was wrong.
Let's be serious Mr. Hackbarth,
whether right or wrong we all know
the majority of the school's social
life revolves around drinking. The
best and easiest idea we had to
make the most money was to have
a large social gathering where
bands played and beer was
available, for a mere price of $ 10.
We did something that no other
idea would have accomplished,
being that we got $ 10 from people
who never knew Tim and probably
would not even have given a dollar
to a raffle or a collection at church.
If I am wrong, prove me wrong, I

won't be hurt because I know the
Pelleccione's have more bills that
insurance does not cover.
In conclusion Mr.
Hackbarth, did you buy a cup? If
you didn't you missed the point. It
wasn't about the kegs you didn't
even have to show up, it was about
the money to help a friend, who
was in an unfortunate accident,
that meant so much to many at
Fairfield. Mr. Hackbarth you said
Fairfield "depresses you," maybe
it depresses you because you don' t
leave your desk
in your
townhouse. Live a little, and by
the way as a spokesperson for my
friends and myself, never call us
boys.
Very enraged,
Terry Houston and the friends
of Tim Pelleccione

A dedication to a foundress of Fairfield
The following was sent in from an
alumnus about one of Fairfield
University's foundresses, Athalie
Goodman Joy. Mrs. Joy died
recently, yet her contributions to
the University will not be forgotten.
What a wonderful and
glorious day it was some 38 years
ago here at Fairfield University, as
a light sno_W fell, There I was,
hobbling along with a broken ankle
from Xavier Hall to Loyola Hall
after class to attend the 12:10 Mass.
Suddenly, this huge black
car pulled to the side of the road
and this absolutely charismatic and
rather regal looking lady with a fur
hat asked if she could give me a
ride. .
Now, I immediately
recalled a stern lecture my father
had given me in private some years
prior about the dangers of this very
situation occurring. I flinched as I
was about to say,"No, thank you."
But, before I was able to do so, this
charming woman said,"My name
is Athalie Joy and I am going to
Mass- won't you please join me?"
I never realized it but at
that moment the beginning of one
of my great and rare friendships of
a lifetime had just begun.
What followed was what
many had the opportunity to
witness first-hand:
The charm of the many

elegant dinner parties all filled with
exciting conversation..
The incessant excitement
as the latest novel was critiqued or
as the most current political
happening unfolded or as a new
work of art had been discovered.
Such depth and such keen insight
she possessed.
And the people she
befriended. The thunderous herd
of super bright Jesuits, or equally
bright mesdames of the sacred
heart, professors, artists, authors,
commanders, actors, and young
and budding students. Howremarkable was the tapestry of
friendships she wove and how even
more remarkable was the gift she
had to bring all together...All with
such ease and grace, almost as if by
a touch of magic.
All of this and much too
much more to enumerate, but never
forgetting that all of this splendor
was orchestrated by a woman who
called herself "Athalie."
Indeed how wondrous she
was and indeed how she will" live
on in our hearts. Such wit, such
charm, such a flair for the dramatic
all bundled up and wrapped
together with howling laughter.
But above all, how devout
she was and how deeply in love
with Christ or "Le Bon Dieu" as
she so aptly would chant. Truly
she gave witness to his presence in

every fiber of her being and how
radiantly it reflected up all of those
she met upon her journey through
life.
At the very end, I had the
privilege of bringing her her last
and final communion.-Those lovely
slender El Greco-like fingers
sprung forth with such verve as she
smiled with such glee and made
the sign of the cross. "In the name
of the Father, and of the Son..." and
the sign of peace and fulfillment as
I said, "Dear friend, today, I bring
you the good news, the Body and
Blood of Christ is ours once again
to nourish and unite us."
Even though her 67 pound
frail body was giving into the long
journey of her many days - her true
love for Christ brought energy to
her very being. She seemed to glow
as she bowed her head and said,
"Amen."
"Go forward now dear
Athalie Goodman Joy...go forward
dear friend to love and serve the
Christ you so championed in your
lifetime."
Thank God you stopped
your car on the snowy roadside so
many years ago...For you taught
me as well as many others the true
meaning of God's love as it exists
amongst and in each and every one
of us.
Charles R. Lops, '61
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Letters to the the Editor
Why many African-Americans
are angry
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The loss of a
leader
Kurt Hackbarth
Co-Commentary Editor

To the Editor:
In recent issues Of the Mirror Chris
Deis has made efforts to give'white students
something they otherwise do not have access
to: the experience of African-Americans in
a white society. The printed reactions to
Chris by two whit students have been angrily
negative. That they would differ with him is
not surprising or even problematical.
Differences are a part of life. But what is
disappointing is the approach taken in both
letters, reflecting, as I think they do, the
attitude of many white people. Neither letter
showed an interest in listening, in trying to
understand why Chris and many other
African-Americans are so angry about
American life. But listening is the crucial
need: white people need to hear about the
black experience in America which is often
fundamentally different than the white
experience. It's not about agreeing or
disagreeing, it's about knowing the reality
that the other group experiences and how it
is different from your own.
Let me describe briefly an example
of this kind of difference. Recently I drove
to a meeting at an office in a white residential
neighborhood of Groton, CT. The only
African-American attending the meeting
arrived about 15 minutes late and, after
taking some good natured kidding from the
rest of us, explained what had happened.
Like me he had been .driving slowly down
the street while trying to find the office. He
spotted a parked police cruiser and pulled
over thinking he could get directions from
• he officer. He unbuckled his seat belt, but
before he could get out of the car the white
cop came up and began berating him for
having an unfastened seat belt!
The cop then announce he was
giving him a ticket "for going 40 mph in a 20
mph zone." This was ludicrous because the
black driver, like myself a few minutes
earlier, had been creeping along the street

trying to read house numbers. When he
attempted to explain this the cop angrily
told him, "LU1 tell you what you were doing!"
Of course, the cop's real message in the fake
charges was obvious if unspoken: stay out
of this neighborhood; you're not permitted
here.
Was this an extraordinary
miscarriage of justice? African-Americans
will tell you, if you're interested in listening,
that experiences like this are routine. Many
blacks can recount similar experiences they
or members of their families have had. Or
they can tell you abut going into a store and
being and being followed around like a
robber suspect, or being directed by realtors
into only non-white neighborhoods. Or the
bigger problems of being saddled with
underfunded schools for their children, or
getting inadequate police protection and
other government services in their
neighborhoods.
Most of us aren't accustomed to
these and other insults from society. Our
experience is different. When an AfricanAmerican student in one of my classes last
semester articulately explained these and
other experiences of-blacks the class sat in
stunned, amazed silence. It was a whole
new reality for them and for the first time,
I think, many of them "got it."
This brings me back to Chris Deis'
articles. The anger in them is not surprising.
If it provokes you why not raise the questions
that come into your mind and let Chris
respond. Forgettrying to prove him wrong;
that no help to anyone. Talk about your
feelings and reactions and maybe he'll
respond to you in kind. If so there's a
possibility of dialogue and in that dialogue
the chance to learn about each other's
separate experiences. Only then is it possible
to make judgments.
Kevin J. Cassidy
Professor of Politics

LSAT
MCAT
SAVE $$$ THROUGH FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY!
MCAT Dates
LSAT Dates
April 20
June 10
October 5
August 17
Begin preparing with Kaplan NOW for your test date!
• Live classes with Kaplan's .outstanding teaching staff
• Diagnostic testing to assess your strengths & weaknesses
• Home study materials geared specifically for your test
• LSAT/MCAT multimedia lab on campus open 7 days/week
Start
your
unlimited
use
of Kaplan's
effective
test
preparation
resources
N () W .
Kaplan's one time fee
guarantees as. much MCAT or LSAT preparation as you need
for one lull year.
The sooner you begin, the more
preparation
you get
lor your money.
Call
for more
i n format ion !

1-800-735-7737

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

treaty signings. Moreover, his struggle as a
person and as a leader of a nation was at once
personal and public. Yitzhak Rabin was by
I was particularly saddened by the no means a perfect man, and should not be
lionized as such because of his tragic demise.
assassination of Israeli Prime Minister
He was the leader of the Israeli army which
Yitzhak Rabin on Saturday. On the face of
seized most of the very land he was up until
it, I didn't understand why. Of course, all
Saturday working to cede back in some way.
killings, especially public ones, are horrific
As Prime Minister from 1974-77, he was
(except when they become so commonplace,
instrumental in beginning the West-Bank
as they have in our inner cities, that we have
settlement program, and was the man who
become desensitized to them), and
once wanted to "ring Jerusalem with
assassinations of world leaders are glaringly
settlements." As Defense Minister in the
more so.
1980's, he was responsibile for brutally
Nevertheless, Mr. Rabin's being
repressive measures taken against the
gunned down on Saturday by a young Jewish
Palestinian intifadah, or uprising. But this
extremist affected me. in what initially
was what made his personal saga so riveting:
appeared to me to be a disproportionate
the career warrior turned political
way. Perhaps it was merely the inherent
• peacemaker, the leader willing to cede back
drama and emotion of the events themselves,
to plowshares what he personally won with
which could not have been better scripted.
the sword, the Prime Minister who gave his
The Prime Minister was killed with two
own blood for peace after giving others' for
shots immediately after leading a large peace
war. His agonizingly reluctant handshake
rally in Tel Aviv in a prayer for peace, a copy
with one-time mortal enemy Yassir Arafat
of which was found in his suit jacket
at the White House in September of 1993
splattered with blood after the shooting. His
symbolized the full turn he had taken in his
grandaughter's tearful eulogy at Monday's
life, the embodiment of the personal struggle
funeral could have softened even the hardest
that rages within all of us.
among us. Even President Clinton was at the
Still, there was more. I think it is
top of his game, feeling as many people's
this: our generation before this time had
pain as he could find.
never had felt the shock of a national or
No, there is more to it than that.
world leader being suddenly "taken from
This felt, well, personal. An odd sentiment,
us" by an assassin's bullet. There was Anwar
one might think, coming from a renegade
Sadat, but that happened when we were so
American Catholic towards the leader of a
young. The Challenger explosion, tragic as
small, Jewish state thousands of miles away.
that was, was not felt on as personal a level
I have never in my life felt emotionally
as this. Our generation has never lost a John,
drawn to either side of the Arabrlsraeli
a Martin, or a Bobby, never felt the
conflict (except for my early leanings,
ambivalent emotion of feeling sadness for
colored as they were by the historically prosomeone we never technically "knew", but
Israeli American press). If anything, I have
who we really did know, whose struggle we
been inclined to believe that Israel should
shared, more than most of our "real"
comply with the UN resolutions directing it
acquaintances. I just turned 21 last week; the
to relinquish the land it seized in war, just as
Rabin assassination was one more reminder
the Israelis have joined with us in demanding
for me, if I needed another, that this is not all
thai other countries, such as Iraq, do 1 ike wi se.
a game, and that I will have to join this
Yet still I felt a personal loss. Part
sometimes cruel world as an adult. As Kurt
of it, I am sure, is that as a self-described
Vonnegut was so fond of saying, "And so it
news junkie, I have come to be familiarized
goes."
with the man who has been making so many
Shalom, Mr. Rabin.
headlines in recent years, and who has
appeared to become a fixture at White House

Academic advising
Mark Reed
FUSA President
As you read this, we find ourselves
nearing the conclusion of advising week for
the spring semester. For some students, this
week is of utmost importance as they plan
their academic schedules, coordinate
possible internships, complete core
requirements, declare majors and minors,
and look ahead to study abroad opportunities.
For others, this week does not mean a whole
lot.
Academic advising is crucial to
your success at Fairfield and beyond. Your
experience with an advisor can make or
break your college experience.
Most departments and students
agree that academic advising is very complex
at Fairfield, and it is.
FUSA and the Academic Division
have teamed up to answer some questions
and establish some consistencies within the
advising process. You may have noticed a
new brochure in the course catalogs that are
available at the registrar's office. It outlines
what we as students can expect from our

advisor and what we have to give back in
return.
Over the last few years, the most
glaring weakness in the advising system is
the advising of undeclared students. As a
temporary fix right now, Dr. Chapped and
Dr. Ryba have been identified as secondary
resources for undeclared students who may
not be having their questions answered or
needs met by their current advisors. Dr.
Chapped is also presently writing an advising
manual for all faculty members which will
help them with their future advising. FUSA
is doing its own research which I hope will
be presented to the Academic Vice-President
and Deans before the end of this semester.
(If you have any suggestions, please call me
at ext. 4040 or e-mail FUSA@fairl.)
Just a few final comments: 1) take
advantage of the resources available to you;
they are numerous but require you to go and
use them, 2) if you are having trouble
contacting someone, ask for help from any
of your professors or call FUSA to find the
right information, 3) always remember that
many students have already gone before you
in this process, seek out answers to your
questions, and persist until you find them.
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1996 Princeton review of The angry white male
syndrome
Fairfield University
A review based on student surveys
reveals a disreputable reality
Vanessa Lops
Co-Commentary Editor
The Mirror staff was sent a copy
of the Fairfield University review,
appearing in the 1996 Princeton Review
Student Access Guide to the Best 309
Colleges. This commentary, of our
University community paints quite an
interesting picture.
After I read the review in its
entirety, I turned to the cover sheet to find
the author's name and, as it turns out, the
article is an accumulation of Fairfield
student opinions. "Rankings are entirely
baSed on how students at the college
described/ evaluated it in the survey for
this book, and not on The Princeton
Review's opinion of the school."
The first sentence under the
"Life" category is, "Fairfield University
students have a reputation as drinkers..."
Wrote one student, "When it comes to
social life, non-alcoholic events are rare
and unexciting when they do occur."
The typical Fairfield student is
labeled," white, preppie, Catholic," and
we ranked 14th of 309 for most
homogeneous student body. The lack of
diversity and unity on campus is mentioned
repetitively and students labeled their
classmates as, "closed-minded yuppie
wannabes."The article goes on to observe
that we are all so quick to judge each other
that we overlook ourselves.
As far as religion is concerned,
most students said that they pray on a
regular basis. "Ironically, students
identified themselves as being pretty
religious: whatever virtues they may be
cultivating, charity is not among them."
As far as the admission process,
the lack of essays or an interview seems to
be the prime attraction for applicants.
Even with all of these flaws,
Fairfield students still ranked in the top
third for happiness and academics recieved
a score of 80/100. Compared to the other
309 colleges, Fairfield came in sixth for
strained race/ class relations and twentieth
for students who pray on a regular basis.
When Fairfield students read this
review, some initial reactions were shock;
shock that this is published and is giving

Fairfield such a disgraceful reputation.
Yet, they all seemed to agree that this is a
valid description of bur University
community.
If you ask me, it's pretty pathetic.
And it's pathetic because it is so
true. Let's be honest here, who didn't look
at the prospect of attending school here
differently when finding out that there is
no essay on the application? And if there
is a social life on campus that does not
include alcohol- or even off campus, for
that matter- well, then, I must have been
hiding under a rock for the past three
years. As far as the diversity issue is
concerned, we sorely lack it in a big, bad
way.
And now, thanks to the students
who filled out these applications, the whole
nation will be able to read about our little
"shortcomings".
Kinda makes you proud, h ih?
So, what do other Fairfield
students think of this review?
Amy Basta, '97: "I think this is pretty
accurate. The happiness rating is probably
as high as it is because most people are
eternally drunk."
Matthew Sheehan, '97 (rap artist):
"Happiness is blissfuHgnorance."
Jeaneen Terrio, '96: "I think it is
embarrassing. Considering that this is
student opinion, I'm not going to say that
students should have lied, but maybe tried
to retain some dignity."
Richard Sanchez, '98: "This is very
accurate, but I really don't think that
Fairfield is that much of a party school."
Amy Lambert, '97: "If I had read this
review before I applied here, I wouldn't
have even bothered."
If anyone else would like to attain
a copy of or comment on this review, feel
free to visit us in the Mirror office. We'd
love to print your comments, even from
those people who filled out the Princeton
surveys, after all, how much more damage
could we do?

Christopher Deis
Staff Writer

3. You wonder why Colin Powell,
Bill Cosby, and Oprah Winphrey have made
it and the rest of those other black people
Alas, I find myself apologizing cannot.
again. As a budding columnist, I realized
4. You use the following
that I did not elaborate enough in my last disclaimers more than once a week:"I am
article. I assumed that the readers understood not racist, I am not prejudice, I have friends
the meaning of "angry white male." I was that are black or I don't see color, I only see
incorrect in assuming that the readers the person."
understood that "angry white male" is a
5. You are angered by affirmative
political term used to describe a mode of action but are not angered by college legacy
thought, a way of looking at the world. I will programs that permit unqualified white
elaborate on this later.
students access to college, nor are you
First, I must respond to my angered by corporate welfare or the 400
detractors in last week's issue of the Mirror. years of white affirmative action that has
It takes no courage to shelter yourself behind permitted whites to rule America at the
the guise of "I am a human being" and to not expense of other groups.
address the endemic problems of American
6. You find yourself angered by
society that are expressed in my "trouble makers" that dare to talk about
commentaries. If the unsigned letter was America's racial and class problems.
written by a person of color, I have great
7. Often you say to yourself, or
remorse for you because you are still afflicted others, that you do not know why "they"
by the "slave mentality" that continues to complain, after all, shouldn't "they" be
oppress racial and ethnic minorities in this happy in America?
country. Secondly, no one has yet to attack
8. You often wonder why "they"
with any depth the substance of what I have are so upset over things that happened 400
to say. This is an open challenge. I revel in years ago, you wonder why "they" just
dialogue and the opportunity to discuss these can't get over it and succeed like everyone
issues with others. If you have sent an else.
unsigned letter or if you have any comments
If you answered yes to 3 or more
or intelligent questions, please contact me of the above descriptions you are afflicted
by e-mail at 7_cdeis.
by the "angry white male" syndrome. If
Now to the substance. "Angry white you answered yes to all of them, then you
males" is a reference to a political concept. are in the terminal stages of the disease.
In fact, it is a psychosis that is spreading Now, please don't panic because of what
across America like wildfire. It is now found I'm about to tell you. This disease has the
in a growing minority of white males and ability to afflict any person of any sex or
this "angry white male" disease is the race at any time. Notable black individuals
intellectual and philosophical equivalent of with the disease include Clarence Thomas
the Ebola virus. It is highly communicable and Representative Gary Franks of
and almost always fatal unless it is caught in Connecticut.
its primary stages. In the interest of public
Treatment is long term and once
health, I have decided to assemble a list of afflicted, you will always be at risk for a
symptoms that will help the reader to relapse. Immediately, you must find
determine if he is afflicted by this disease culturally literate people to educate you.
and what they can do to pursue treatment.
You must begin to read books and
Symptoms of "The Angry White magazines that are outside mainstream. If
Male Psychosis":
you are a person of color or woman that has
1. You find yourself listening/ the disease, you are in dire straits and may
watching more than 3 hours of any of the require treatment in a rehab center that will
following shows in a week, in fact you allow you to be deprogrammed. For any
actually believe everything said on these person that is suffering from the "angry
shows: Rush Limbaugh, G. Gordon Liddy, • white male" syndrome, remember that
or "The Black Superman," Ken Hamblin.
admitting that you have the disease is never
2. You are angered by what you easy and you may hate the person that
consider to be extravagant government diagnoses you, but remember that you have
spending on welfare and social programs to seek help, for your own good. This is a
while not being offended by the fact that communicable disease and for the good of
according to the Census, approximately 1/2 public health, anyone with the "angry white
of one percent of the people in America own male" syndrome should seek immediate
26.2% of the wealth ('89-90 figures).
treatment.
tie Jell in love with the island's most beautiful woman.
But he didn't stand a chance, until a great poet, Pablo Neruda,
gave him the courage and the words to win her heart.
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Movie times: Friday at 4 p.m., Saturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Admission: $2. Free witn Activities Pass.
Location: Gonzaga Auditorium

Arts and Entertainment
Chamber Music Society gives
excellent performance
The Fairfield Mirror

Jennifer Panaro
A&E Editor

The Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center, under the artistic
direction of David Shifrin, put on an
outstanding performance on Saturday,
October 28 at the Regina A. Quick
Center. The performance lasted almost
two hours and incorporated two sonatas,
one quintet and one piece solely for two
pianos. The Chamber Music Society
consists of six members, most of
whom play various musical instruments.
Theodore Arm and Ani Kavafian play
the violin; Toby Hoffman, the viola;
Gary Hoffman, the cello; and Lee Luvisi
and Anne-Marie McDermott, piano.
The first piece was a piano
duet by Debussy. It was his "En Blanc
et Noir" for two pianos. This piece
really caught the audience by surprise
with its vibrancy. Throughout the
twenty minutes that it took to complete
this one piece, it was interesting to note
that the pianists never played in unison,
yet the music still seemed to flow. The
second piece was a sonata by Poulenc
for the cello and piano. The musical
instruments seemed to blend together
and this sonata, also lasting about twenty

minutes, exemplified the elaborate
structure of the piece and the precision
that needs to be perfected in order to
sound just right.
After an intermission, The
Society continued with another sonata
by Debussy for the violin and piano.
After this piece was through, I realized
the importance of the piano as a
stabilizing factor in the musical pieces.
In all three pieces the pianists seemed
to feel the music and lead the other
instrumentalists through the music. The
audience was captivated by the
elaborate performances of both the
pianists throughout the whole concert.
The fourth and final piece was
interesting for it was a quintet and
combined all of the talent that had been
incorporated in the three other pieces.
I found this piece by Faure entitled
"Quintet No. 1 for Piano and Strings in
D minor Opt. 89" to be the most
intriguing. The Society's talent was
truly evident.
The Chamber Music Society
was founded in 1969 in a collaborated
effort from William Schuman, Alice
Tully, and Charles Wadsworth. They
wanted to establish a constituent of
Lincoln Center that was devoted to the
outstanding performance and creation

of Chamber music. The society
performs and presents concerts of every
instrumentation, style and historical
period. They perform at an array of
places including Lincoln Center,
national and international tours and on
National television via "Live form
Lincoln Center" broadcast. In addition
to a tour of thirty cities throughout the
U.S. this season, the Society will appear
six times performing in All-Brahms
program.
Just recently they have
conducted a family concert series which
will begin in January for children ages
six through twelve. They have also
created a multi-faceted professional
developmental program for emerging
musicians. In twenty-six years the
Society has commissioned over ninety
new works form a formidable array of
composers. It is no wonder that their
acclaim has come from so many
reputable places.
If you missed the Chamber
Music Society s performance on Oct.
28, be sure to see them perform again at
the Quick Center on December 2, at
8:00 p.m. For more information and
ticket prices contact the box office at
ext. 4010.
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Get Shorty comes to theatres
Get Shorty
****(out of five)
Much like Pulp Fiction, Get Shorty
incorporates a witty dialogue and eccentric plot twists. John Travolta, Gene Hackman, Danny DeVito and Rene Russo all
give top notch performances.

goes to Los Angeles to collect a'debt
owed by Gene Hackman to Travolta's
rival, Dennis Farina. Hackman plays
a B-grade movie producer who gets
talked into doing a movie based on an
idea proposed by Travolta. However,
as the movie progresses, we see that
the script is actually only what is
happening to Travolta up until that
point. Every time something new
happens, Travolta adds it into his script.

Matt Spero
Staff Writer

Have you noticed that ever
since the success of Pulp Fiction there
has been more than a few films which
have tried to emulate its style?
Hollywood, notorious for imitating what
was successful the previous year, has
been falling over itself in an attempt to
make the next Pulp Fiction. Maybe in
a few years the critics will come up with
a term for this type of movie, one that
incorporates the witty dialogue and
eccentric plot twists that made Pulp
so refreshing in the first place. Get
Shorty has been mentioned by more
than one critic as the next Pidp Fiction
and even though it is not quite a film of
that magnitude, it still is a quality flick.
The obvious similarity
between the two movies is its star, John
Travolta. Get Shorty is Travolta's first
move since he played Vincent Vega in
Pulp Fiction. This time, he plays Chili
Palmer, a local loan shark with ties to
organize crime (again).
Travolta leaves Miami and

There are also problems
because whenever someone reads the
script, they become obsessed with
being involved with it as well. This
leads the confrontations between
Travolta and Delroy Lindo, another
local wiseguy who suddenly catches
the bug to leave the world of organized
crime for the magic of Hollywood
film making. In addition, there is also
a desperate attempt to get move star

Martin Weir, played by Danny DeVito
to star in the picture.
If the plot sounds a bit
confusing, it is because there are many
twists and intricacies. This is definitely
a movie that demands your total
attention. It's worth it though, because
at the end of the movie, if you have
been paying attention, you see how it
is all tied in together.
Travolta gives a superb
performance as Chili, the gangster
who is always in control and who
always gets what he wants. His
character is cool, calm and collected
but at the same time very funny. Also
amusing is Dennis Farina, the wannabe tough guy who just can't seem to
faze Travolta. His character adds to
many of the movies funniest lines.
Gene Hackman once again proves
why he is one of Hollywood's most
versatile actors as the dim producer
who is willing to do business with
anyone for the right amount of money.
Danny DeVito and Rene Russo also
give good performances, but they are
nothing that you haven't seen them do
before.
Get Shorty may not have
lived up to all the post-Pulp hype, but
that is through no fault of its own. It
is a fun movie that can stand on its
own merits and is one of the better
films that has come out this year.
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Area
Theaters
Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171
Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151
Fairfield Community
255-6555
Milford Showcase
878-5600
Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

Fairfield
Cinemas
Showing
Times
The Usual Suspects
4:10,9:30
Seven
1:10,4:00,7:00,9:35
Devil in a Blue Dress
1:10, 3:15,5:25, 8, 10:20
Get Shorty
1:15, 1:45,4:15,4:45,7:10,
7:50,9:35, 10:10
Mighty Aphrodite
1:20,3:35,7:50, 10
Three Wishes
1:35,4:30,7:30
Home for the Holidays
1:00,3:15,5:25,7:45, 10:10
To Die For
9:50
Now and Then
1:00,3:10,5:20,7:40, 10:05
How to Make an American
Quilt
1:30,7:05

Write Now for A&E!
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Great Explorations
Melissa Masikiewicz
Assistant A&E Editor

As anyone who has gone
away for Spring Break knows,
preparation usually means much more
than getting a plane ticket and packing
your belongings. You want to book a
hotel that has been praised by past
travelers. When you arrive at your
destination, you already want to know
what there is to do and see. Great
Explorations book store focuses
exclusively on the needs of the traveler
and those who dream of visiting distant
places.
Classical music lingers in the
air of the store, which carries up-todate travel books covering the whole
world — everywhere from New
Canaan itself to New Zealand. You
will find the majority of books
organized by place, with essay and
fiction books right next to the travel
guides. In addition, there are shelves
for travelers with specific outdoor
interests and foreign languages.
Margaret Peters, who first
opened the business in Greenwich, got
the idea for the store's unique concept
while planning her own vacations.

There never seemed to be enough travel
information, especially maps. Now, she
hopes others can avoid the same problems
with a visit to Great Explorations. Margaret
and her staff enjoy working with customers
to plan their vacations and while they don't
attempt to replace travel agencies,' all the
employees are connected to the industry in
some way. One employee used to be a travel
agent and all have traveled extensively
themselves. "If you like to travel you like to
share,"Margaret said, and she and her staff
often share their personal insights and
experiences about locationsBesides current travel books, Great
Explorations carries maps, which can be
special ordered, gifts geared toward travelers
(such as journals and stationery), antique
travel books, posters, and children's travel
gam' Most of the store's decorations are
even k ie, including a World War II cap
donated L
customer who served in the
war. Also check out the artist of the month,
whose work is featured in the center of the
store. On the wall near the back is a huge
photograph of the Columbia Space Shuttle,
which shows that the imagination truly can
take you anywhere.
Great Explorations is located at 93
Main Street, New Canaan. Store hours are
Monday through Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30'
p.m. Call 966-54 64 for information.
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by Brian Shuster

know it's a long shot, but heck, he already has a
pair of horses."

Random Thoughts

KISS, a band with a history
David Russo
Staff Writer

Every time I see and hear KISS,
live or on television, they amaze me
more and more. KISS is a band with a
history, a history I quickly learned from
the moment I began to follow them in
1987. In the 70's it was bassist Gene
Simmons' fire breathing blood spitting
antics, rhythm guitarist Paul Stanley's
energy, lead guitarist Ace Frehley's
smoking guitar, and drummer Peter
Criss' pounding intros, all behind the
legendary makeup. Each band member
alternated singing lead, and in doing so
brought their personality to the songs.
In the 80's, despite the departures of Ace
and Peter, Paul and Gene "unmasked,"
and pushed KISS forward, never settling
for less than 100% from themselves or
the new members of the band. In the
90's KISS continues stand tall in an age
of "one hit wonders." I am disappointed
that I was not old enough to experience
KISS in the 70's, however, each time
they play they create something special.
This Halloween, in the most unlikely of
places, the magic of KISS returned on
MTV Unplugged.
Seated on stools in front of Eric
Singer's drum set, Simmons, Stanley,
and lead guitarist Bruce Kulick each
wore their trademark black leather. KISS
opened the unplugged set with Paul
singing "Comin' Home," a song off the
1974 album "Hotter Than Hell." Paul
and Gene's fist pumping immediately
ignited the crowd. Next, KISS cruised
into a Gene's raunchy rendition of
"Plaster Caster," a song about a woman
who makes sculptures of a certain part of
a male's anatomy. MTV Unplugged
suited KISS perfectly, the band never
sounded or looked better on a stage that
was truly KISS.
A towering thirty foot KISS logo
was the backdrop of the stage. On top of
the logo life size mannequins depicting
each member of KISS in the their makeup
days fused the past with the present. An

image of the cartoonish 1977 album
cover "Rock and Roll Over" graced the
floor of the stage. KISS highlighted
their 70's material on unplugged, and
mixed in a few recent songs.
After Gene sang "Goin' Blind,"
Paul took over. "Sure Know Something,"
complete with Gene's pounding bass
intro and Bruce's guitar solo, never
sounded better. "I Still Love You," was
equally impressive as Paul showcased
his vocal range.
"We're bringing out a couple of
members of the family, and we're not
talking about mom and dad," Paul
announced to the crowd. "We're talking
about Peter Criss and Ace Frehley."
Ace strolled out onto the stage
wearing a Marilyn Monroe T - Shirt and
black leather pants. Peter followed as he
and Ace hugged Paul and Gene prior to
taking their places on the stage. For the
first time in fifteen years the four original
members of KISS reunited on stage.
Ace's slow guitar chords
combined with Peter taking the
microphone introduced "Beth." "Beth"
was KISS' first hit. In 1976 the ballad
rose to the top of the charts and catapulted
KISS to worldwide fame. This was
KISS in the 70's.
After "Beth" the current
members of KISS returned to the stage
for the final two songs. The six traded
vocals on "Nothin' to Lose," a song of
the first album, "KISS." The extra guitar
and drummer added life to the twenty
one year old song.
"Countries have national

Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREEH
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas
Panama Cltv. Davtona. Padre
** Great low, low prices
** Free Trip on only 15 sales

Call for a FREE
information packet!

*

£--£ Sun Splash Tours
£l
1-800-426-7710

By: Nell Bateman
The fourth ghost on PacMan games is
an enigma. Sometimes she's Sue,
sometimes he's Clyde; while the
identities of the other 3 ghosts remain
the same (Inky, Binky, and Pinky, if
you will). I detect a transvestite
theme...to each his own.

anthems," Paul said to the crowd. "This
is the rock and roll anthem." "Rock and
Roll All Night" is the song people
associate with KISS. The six once again
traded vocals and the twenty year old
classic sounded great. The giant KISS
logo flashed and waved to the hand
clapping crowd before confetti fell, thus
ending another magical performance by
KISS.
KISS creates magic everytime
they step onto the stage, but their
performance on MTV Unplugged was
extra special. For the first time I was
able to see the four original members of
KISS perform, and on MTV Unplugged
KISS proved that dedication and great
music are the keys to longevity.

Models get paid the big bucks to model.
Actresses get heavy cash flows to act.
The two professions should not be
intermingled, and Cindy Crawford
should be shot.
Fred was doing some heavy duty drugs
in his psychedelic van and Shaggy was
his dealer, with Scooby as his dumb
decoy. I'm convinced.
Lipstick impressions on Kelly's
bathroom walls is neither attractive nor
hygienic. Find a more creative outlet
V^for making your mark, girls.
j

Mark Whitfield
The best young [jazz] guitarist on the scene today. "He
plays with a rare ... sensibility." - New York Times

FRIDAY, NOV.

10, AT 8 P.M.

rxlezmer Conservatory
Eand

50%
Discount
atoll
times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

"This is more than music. This is pure love for life ...
Their songs and dances are of joyous content and the
musicians execute them with unbelievable virtuosity." Muenchner Merkur (Munich, Germany)

SUNDAY, NOV.

19, AT 3 P.M.

YOUNG AUDIENCE SUNDAY SERIES

Curious Cecrse
The continuing adventures of the well-meaning monkey
who stumbles into trouble wherever he goes! Fun for the
whole family. Free punch and cookies after the show!

SUNDAY, NOV.

26 AT 1 & 3

P.M.

GREAT: SEATS, ACOUSTICS, PRICES, DISCOUNTS
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Dinner and movie duo
Submissions to the Mirror
can be sent to the e-mail
address MIRROR

You are fl O t a

HIOOCII.

Nell Bateman
Staff Writer

But when

a hole in your pocket renders you CrMffls^^Cl* €S S,
you reluctantly call the folks Collect.
YOU

dial

1 800 CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are TyUfl^TH^lCtL.

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than I-SOO-COLLECT.
Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable AT&T Network.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice"

If you're looking for a movie
and dinner duo, please allow me to make
the following suggestion.
For those of you who have not
had the pleasure to satiate your palate at
Tucker's Cafe, it's probably due to the
fact that it's so small - beyond the point of
recognition and almost existence. Despite
its cramped capacity (the restaurant has
only nine tables), Tucker's is a quaint
cafe/bar, complete with a standard soup,
salad, and sandwich menu. Tucker's also
features several dinner specials, including
veal, shrimp, and swordfish dishes.
Reservations are not accepted, and dinner
is served until midnight.
Tucker's Cafe is located at 397
State Street Extension in Fairfield, which,
conveniently, is across the street from the
Bridgeport Showcase Cinemas (3397171), where the movie Copycat is
currently showing.
Copycat may well be up in the
frightening and disturbing category,
alongside the popular Seven. You realize
that it's a sick world when more books
have been written about Jack the Ripper
than Abraham Lincoln, and that most
serial killers are normal-looking, white
men in their 20's or 30's who are
moderately social and highly intellectual.
Sigourney Weaver plays Dr.
Helen Hudson, a renowned psychologist
who studies and lectures nationwide on
the behaviors and methods of serial killers.
After being brutally attacked by the
notoriously twisted Daryll Lee (a
surprising performance by singer Harry
Connick Jr.), Hudson becomes a paranoid
recluse and suffers from severe
agoraphobia, unable to leave the domain
of her apartment. When the San Francisco
Pol ice Department joins forces and brain
power with Hudson, inspector Monahan
(Holly Hunter) and her partner Reuben
(Dermot Mulroney) discover they're
constantly one step behind a brilliant serial
killer, who kills his victims in the exact
style and detail of serial killers of the past,
such as the Boston Strangler and Ted
Bundy.
The originality of the film,
however, is lacking since Copycat can be
easily compared to Silence of the Lambs.
Remember when Hannibal Lector used
the mutilated policeman's face as his own?
... Well, I won't give anything away, but
keep that in mind. Surprisingly enough,
it is Holly Hunter, rather than Weaver or
Connick, Jr., who steals the show. .As
inspector, her self-confident smirks and
quick manner add to her outstanding
performance.
Copycat, is, again, very
disturbing. So those lightweights might
want to eat at Tucker's Cafe after the
viewing - if the appetite is still willing.
■/

AT&T
Your True Choice
' For interstate calls. Promotions excluded
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.

6 1995 AT&T

N

Jazz lovers can enjoy great music and support adult education when they
buy tickets for the Fairfield University
Jazz Ensemblee and World Music
Ensemble's Tuesday, Nov. 14 concert,
"Ethnic Music in the World" at the Quick
Center for the Arts. A combination of
jazz and world music styles, the concert
will begin at 4:30 p.m.. followed by a
wine and cheese reception. All proceeds
benefit the Institute of Retired Professionals. Call the box office for details at
.ext. 4010.
j
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Stags champs again
(Continued from p. 16)

\nthony Spinelli leads the Stags to victory Sunday over Sacred Heart.
Michael Brewster
Contributing Write?'

This past Sunday was Fairfield ice
hockey's first test as the team played a much
improved Sacred Heart team. The Stags
beat the Pioneers 4-2 in Fairfield's home
and season opener at the Wonderland of Ice.
Michael Condelli got the first goal
for the Stags this season when a Dan White
pass sent him in on a clear breakaway on Art
DeGaetano, the Sacred Heart netminder.
Condelli snapped a quick shop into the top
corner.beating DeGaetano less than two
minutes into the game. About ten minutes
later in the first period, Dan White scored a
power play goal an a shot from the slot off a
nice pass from Anthony Spinelli. Then with
a little more than five minutes left in the
period, Ryan Murray scored to make it a
three goal lead on a pass from Condelli. Thi s
caused Sacred Heart coach, John Glynne, to
pull DeGaetano and insert Bill Sawyer.
Sacred Heart came back with two
goals early in the second period to cut the
deficit to one, but Fairfield goalie Steven
Woodward robbed Sacred Heart several
times, making numerous great saves,
refusing to allow any more pucks into the
net. Woodward had 34 saves on the night.
Meanwhile, Sacred Heart goalie Sawyer
was equally impressive, making 20 saves
and shutting Fairfield out while in he was in
goal. The Stags' final goal came with 20
seconds left on an empty net.
The 1994-95 ice hockey season for
the Stags proved to be a successful one.
Despite not capturing the ECAC South title,
Fairfield received an at-large bid to make
the eight-team ECAC North-South-Central
Tournament with an 18-8-0 regular season
record. As the fifth seed, the Stags traveled
to Westboro, Massachusetts, to face
Farmington State. After three and a half
hours and more than 85 minutes of hockey,
the Stags lost a heartbreaking 2-1 double
overtime decision to the Rams. ' .

photo: S. Warner

Now as the 1995-96 season begins,
Fairfield looks to improve on their successful
season of last year. The Stags graduated
three players including their top scorer Greg
Stone (24G-22A-46P). However, with a
deep group of veterans and a very talented
freshmen class, head coach Dr. McCarthy,
who is entering his 28th season behind the
bench, will look to guide the Stags to their
first ECAC South championship and another
post-season appearance in this 1995-96
campaign.
The forwards will be led by seniors
Spinelli, Michael Ogar, and assistant captain
Daniel Arel. Sophomore Dan Braasch (1418-32) looks to improve on his rookie season
last year when he led the freshmen in scoring.
The line of the "Three Beans", comprised of
sophomores Michael Condelli, Scott
Toczylowski, and Ryan Murray, which
caught fire at the end of last season, is sure
to provide an offensive threat this year.
Highly touted first year players, sophomore
Keith Carter along with freshman Tim Moran
and Ryan Knight, should compliment the
veterans very well.
The defensive core will be anchored
by senior assistant captain Brian Murray
and junior ECAC All Star Kevin Ryan, who
is the captain of the Stags this season. Seniors
Dan White and Matt MacDonald, along
with junior JasonBoyd and sophomore Marc
Spellane will return to round out this solid
defensive crew.
Meanwhile, senior goaltender
Woodward (12-4, 3.59 GAA) will be the
premier netminder between the pipes this
season.
Fairfield took its 1-0 record into
last night's game (after press time) against
Bentley College. This weekend Fairfield
will travel to Pennsylvania to face ECAC
South foe Villanova and the University of
Scranton. Then, next weekend the Stags
will head up to Boston for games against
Tufts University and Curry College. Fairfield
will have its next home game Wednesday
Nov. 29th at 8 p.m. against Suffolk.

It's the 25th anniversary of
women at Fairfield University
Why not buy a t-shirt to celebrate this occasion?

T-shirts will be on sale in the Campus
Center lobby today and tomorrow.
Or, come to the Women's Center rn
Canisius 107

$10 each

anticipated where the Loyola player was
going to shoot, dove and blocked the
attempt.
"We did not have a doubt that
.Veach would make the save," senior
captain Kara Burmaster said. "I was
supposed to shoot, but didn't bother to
take off my warm ups. I knew she was
going to make the save."
In Saturday's other semifinal,
Loyola defeated Siena on penalty kicks.
Assistant Coach Mike Neveau had
scouted the Loyola's shooting
tendencies and passed the information
to Veach.
"The Loyola players shot where
they had the day before," Tanner said.
"Veach has so much confidence and
combined with the knowledge she was
given, it's tough to beat her."
Veach's save set off a wild
celebration as the Stags captured their
second MAAC title in three years.
"After I stopped the shot, I saw
the team sprinting towards me," Veach
said. "So I just started sprinting towards
them, it's just one of those great feelings
that you can't describe."
"It's so satisfying to win,"
Burmaster said. "Last year we expected
to and did not. As a senior it's very
gratifying to win the title."
Both teams played a spirited
regulation and overtime. The Stags
controlled most of the play, but were
unable to put the ball in the net.
"I was more nervous that one
mistake would lead to a goal in either
regulation or overtime," Veach said.
"In the shootout I felt I had more control."
For the game Fairfield outshot
Loyola 12-5. The victory marked the
first time the Stags have defeated Loyola
in Baltimore.
Versus St. Peter's in Saturday's
semifinal, Fairfield outscored the
Peahens 3 - 0 in penalty kicks after the
two teams played to a 1 - 1 tie through
120 minutes.
Caven, Sadowski, and Knight
beat the St. Peter's goaltender on their
attempts. Veach stopped the first shot,
before St. Peter's missed the net on their
next two chances to give the Stags the
victory.
St. Peter's opened the scoring in
the 19th minute on their only shot of the
game. Ten minutes later Caven blasted
a rebound into the back of the net to tie
the score at one.
Fairfield dominated, outshooting

St. Peter's 18-1.
Veach's stellar play throughout
the tournament earned her the Most
Valuable Player award and a spot on the
MAAC All Tournament Team.
Three other Stags were
recognized for their outstanding play in
the tournament. Burmaster, Cara Hills,
and Kelli Hurley were named to the
MAAC All Tournament Team. For
Burmaster, it was the first time she
received the honor.
"Mego (Meghan O'Keefe)
reminded me before the tournament that
I had never been named to the all
tournament team," Burmaster said. "She
told me.to make it a point to do so."
At the pre-tournament dinner
several Stags were recognized by the
MAAC for their superb regular season
play. Burmaster, Hurley, Hills, and
Veach were named to the All-MAAC
team. Hurley was also voted MAAC
Player of the Year while Veach was
named Co-Goalkeeper of the Year for
the third year in a row. On the AllAcademic Team Fairfield placed
Burmaster, Hurley, Knight, and Dawn
Bowers.
Throughout the season Hurley
was an offensive force. Her 13 MAAC
points, 6 goals, 1 assist, were a major
factor in the Stags' conference victories.
Hurley's overall skill and speed created
many opportunities for Fairfield.
For the third year in a row Veach
was named Goalkeeper of the Year. In
seven MAAC regular season games
Veach made 32 saves allowing only eight
goals for a 1.14 Goals Against Average.
She made many outstanding saves and
preserved many wins for the Stags.
Burmaster's 13 overall points, 3
goals, 7 assists were second only to
Hurley. She created many scoring
opportunities for her teammates and
played solid defense. For the third year
in a row she was named to the AllMAAC and All-MAAC Academic
Teams.
"Early in the season we played
well in spurts, but suffered many
letdowns," Tanner said. "There were so
many challenging games where this
happened and it became frustrating, but
all of that experience enabled us to win
this weekend.
"The players believed in
themselves and were committed to
winning," Tanner said. "As a coach it's
nice to win, but it was the players.
Everyone of them played a role in
winning the title."

Stags fall to Loyola
(Continued from p. 16)
lot of experience this season," McElderry
said. "It might have cost us some games by
having so many on the field but it will help
next year."
McElderry envisions sophomores
Craig Lennon and Jim Miller stepping it up
even more next season and becoming leaders
on the field.
"The combination of this season's
juniors and the sophomores will be the heart
and soul of next year's team," McElderry

said.
As for the naming of a permanent
head coach for Fairfield men's soccer, the
decision is something which still needs to be
sorted out.
"We just wanted to finish off the
season," McElderry said. "I will have a team
meeting and talk to the players and then sit
down with the athletic director to see what
he wants to do and what is best for Fairfield.
If that means bringing someone else in, then
that's fine."

ARE YOU SPECIAL?
National Award Winning Sporting Goods
retailer has full and part time positions available for
serious, highly motivated, exceptional individuals.
Please call Mr. Ferretti at (203) 846-0152.
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Men's basketball has high hopes
for 1995
Dan Flynn
Staff Writer
The Fairfield Stags start the 199596 basketball season with high hopes of
improving upon last season's 13-15 record,
which included'a dramatic win over lona in
the MAAC tournament and a very
competitive game with Manhattan before
tiring in the last eight minutes.
As Coach Cormier enters his fifth
year as Stags' coach, last season's
advancements will be used as a springboard
for optimism. The performance of adepleted
Stags team with a seven man rotation at last
year's MAAC tournament left opposing
coaches in the conference wondering what
Cormier could do with a full team. The
coaches had picked the Stags to finish last in
their preseason poll, but Fairfield reached
the semifinals of the MAACs.
The loss of Scott Sytulek's 12points
a game will be missed, but the Stags have
dealt with his absence before when he missed
the final six games of last season with an
injury. The loss of Sytulek, coupled with
Shane Miller's back problems throughout
the year, gave Greg Francis the opportunity
to take charge offensively. And that he did,
scoring 20 points a game over the final
stretch.
The duo of juniors Francis and
Shannon Bowman will again be the focus of
opponents' defensive strategies. Francis
(14.9 ppg) and Bowman (14.7 ppg, 6.1 rpg)
provides a steady inside-outside offensive
tandem that should create opportunities for
their teammates. Francis hit 50 three point
shots last year and has added a step-back 16
footer that keeps other shooting guards off
balance. Bowman has a vast repertoire of
low post moves and plays taller than his 6'4"
height.
The Stags do not consist only of
Bowman and Francis. Senior Sean Clarke
(7.9 ppg) shot 63% from the field last year,
was second on the team with 6 rebounds a
game and often anchored the Stags' defense.
Senior Aaron Seymour provides size,
strength and rebounding off the bench and

15

Volleyball struggles
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

The women's volleyball team's
season is winding down and it can't seem to
end fast enough. The Stags lost to New
Haven at home on Tuesday night 15-5, 156, 15-10, dropping their record to 11-20.
The team has lost its last four
matches, including both this past weekend
to Colgate and Cornell at the Cornell
Invitational. Frustrated first year head coach
Todd Kress attributes the dismal end of the
season to a number of factors.
"The team hasn't played with any
fire since we were eliminated from the
MAACs in Buffalo the other weekend,"
Kress said. "We've also had a lot of road
matches and that might be taking its toll."
The loss to New Haven was
particularly disappointing because of the
number of fundamental mistakes the Stags
made.
"We gave away points throughout
the match by making mistakes on skills that
you work on when you first start playing
Coach Paul Cormier should see his team improve in 1995
photo: M. Conrad
volleyball," Kress said.
Although Fairfield also lost both
will play physical. Fellow senior, captain Wall's injury, Gattis and Commodore will matches at Cornell, that did not disappoint
Shay Gattis stepped into the point guard split time at the point. Mike Horan averaged Kress as much. The two teams represented
position and should do so again this season. 18 points and 13 boards a game for Ringgold some of the toughest competition the Stags
Brent Wall had a tremendous (Penn.). At 6'9" and 230 pounds, Horan have faced this year. The coach js still
freshman campaign, hitting 48 threes, brings needed size and depth to the Stags' severely disappointed in his team's
averaging 6.6 ppg and complimenting frontcourt. The other freshmen are Peter performance recently.
Francis' outside ability with his own steady Van Rij (6'9", 215) a large body from the
"There's no excuse for the way
marksmanship. Wall has a knee injury and Netherlands, Didier Boucard (6'4'") from we've played," Kress said. "I don't
may be redshirted. Sophomore Miller Quebec and Tralance Bruno (6'4") from understand how we could play like this.. I
possesses the purest shooting stroke on the Cincinnati.
always thought that you ended strong, but it
In previous years, Cormier stated hasn't happened."
team, has great instincts for his role as a
scorer and can hopefully create openings that the Stags needed more size and
quickness, hopefully these additions provide'
against tough MAAC defenses.
Be Part of the Excitement!
Lazer Cohen (5.4 ppg, 4 rpg) played that.
Fairfield's Sports Information
Looking at the rest of the
a pivotal role as the big man, but he got into
Department
is seeking ambitious
foul trouble often. Cohen fouled out 10 conference, Manhattan replaces Jamal
times and needs to be more careful, Marshall with Konata Springer, another
volunteers to help during men anc
particularly during the game's first five talented recruit Coach Fran Fraschilla has
women basketball games.
minutes. Branden Jubrey entered the seven signed from the Maryland-Virginia area. St.
For
more information call ext.
man rotation last March and rewarded Peter's lost Coach Ted Fiore, but return all
2877
Cormier's confidence in him with important of their starters.
baskets versus lona on two occasions.
NOTES: The men host the
The freshmen class consists of five
new players. Kyle Commodore is a guard Ukrainian National Team this Saturday at 2
from St. Joseph's in Trumbull, who scored p.m. in Alumni Hall. Come out and support
16 and dished seven assists a game. With the Stags.

COME SEE THE STAGS
Men's basketball vs. Ukraine National at 2
p.m. on Saturday in Alumni Hall

Stags get
big win

Women's tennis
look strong
Rick Thomson
Staff Writer
At last weekend's Rolex National
Indoor Qualifier at the University of
Pennsylvania, Amy Hanson and Maureen
Canuso went up against some of the best
competition in the nation. Hanson, the junior
captain of the Stags tennis team, lost to an
extremely talented competitor from Virginia
Commonwealth University. "Amy competed
extraordinarily well," fourth year women's
tennis coach Jim Giachino said. "She was
simply outplayed. With a better draw, she
could have gone three rounds into the
tournament."
Hanson teamed up with sophomore
Maureen Canuso in a doubles match against
a duo from highly ranked Penn State
University. The Fairfield tandem played a
great match keeping every game close. "I
felt good about how we competed," Coach
Giachino said. "But it is evident that we
need to get stronger physically."
Throughout the winter, the Stags
will be hard at work training for a spring
season that looks to build on the tremendous
accomplishments of a memorable fall
campaign. The future months include
invitational tournaments at Cornell
University and in Pittsburgh, along with a
trip out west to compete against some of the
best competition in California in the spring.

Dan Martin
Sports Editor
Fairfield's men's tennis team
finished one of its most successful seasons
in recent years with an impressive
performance last weekend at the Rolex
National Qualifier in Princeton.
The number one doubles team of
seniors Marc Brennan and Mike Aruta won
a tough 9-7 match over their rivals from
Boston College.
"We played well in that match,"
Brennan said. "I was happy with how we
did."
The pair went on to lose to a
powerful Providence team, 8-1. The same
Friar duo defeated Fairfield handily last
spring.
In singles play, Brennan lost to an
opponent from Colgate, 6-3, 6-4. The
southpaw took Brennan somewhat by
surprise.
"I didn 't think he would be as good
as he was," Brennan said. "He turned out to
be a powerhouse."
The Stags' goal was to win a round
or two, which they accomplished. That,
along with the team's second consecutive
MAAC championship, should make the team
optimistic about the spring season. Aruta,
however, said that the Rolex tournament put
the Stags' achievements in perspective.
"After you win the MAAC, you
think you 're really good," Aruta said. "Then
you see these teams from Harvard and Miami
and it puts you in your place."

«-
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Return to glory
David Russo
Staff Writer
Throughout the season
Stag goaltender Christen
Veach has made the crucial
save for her team. Versus
Loyola in Sunday's Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference
championship game, it was no
different. After a scoreless tie
through regulation and
overtime, Veach stopped
Loyola's three penalty kick
attempts. Offensively, Erin
Caven, Mary Ann Sadowski,
and Heather Knight converted
as the Fairfield women's
soccer team fulfilled their
season long goal of a MAAC
title.
"The confidence level
was high all weekend," head
coach Dave Tanner said. "We
did so many things right. There
were no letdowns, and once
we got into penalty kicks we
knew we would win."
"Everyone was so
composed this weekend,"
senior captain Meghan
O'Keefesaid. "We supported

Good champ, bad champ
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

VIAAC tournament MVP Christen Veach made several crucial saves
against Loyola.
photo: N. Nitis
each other. For me it's a great.
Loyola's first penalty
way to end my four years."
kick was directly at Veach.
Veach made a diving stop on
"It's a great to win the
MAACs," Veach said. "That
the second, but her third save
was our goal, and after all of the
was fabulous.
Veach
ups and downs this season its a
(Continued on p. 14)
great feeling."

Stags end roller coaster season with
loss to Loyola
Rob Meisch
Staff Writer
Faced against a strong
Loyola team on the Greyhounds'
home field and playing perhaps
their best soccer of the season, the
Fairfield men's soccer team lost
6-1 in last Friday's first round of
the MAAC tournament.
Loyola (15-5) scored
four first-half goals on their way
to victory, ending Fairfield's
season at 5-10-2. The Greyhounds
first two goals were headers
resulting from a free kick and
throw-in, respectively.
"You never want to give
up goals on restarts," interim head
coach Jim McElderry said of
Loyola's first two goals. "You
figure that jf a team is going to
score, they should have to earn
it."
After an even first 10-15
minutes, Loyola's familiarity with
their home field began to take
over.
"The turf was real wet
and that just made it more obvious
that we were not used to that
surface," McElderry said. "The
turf was extremely fast and Loyola
was able to adjust because they
are used to it. They played really
well."
Jim Miller scored
Fairfield's only goal at the 77:29
minute mark on a 10-yarder into

the left corner of the goal.
For the game, the
Greyhounds outshot the Stags 13-5
and had a 5-0 advantage in corner
kicks. Stags' goalkeepers Tony
Novello and Ross Peacock
combined for five saves.
In Sunday's MAAC
championship game, Loyola won
their seventh straight MAAC title
with a 5-1 victory over Iona. Iona
reached the final for the first time in
MAAC history by beating Siena 20 in the first round.
"About two weeks ago,
Loyola only beat Iona 2-0. So their
easy win is a sign that they are really
coming together and putting the right
lineup on the field," McElderry
said of a Loyola squad which has
won ten of its last eleven games.
In final season stats for the
Stags, senior Raffaele Cerulo led
the team with 16 points (7 goals, 2
assists) followed by Xavier
Egurbide with 12 points (5 goals, 2
assists), Craig Lennon with nine
points (3 goals, 3 assists), and Jesse
Parker with six points (2 goals, 2
assists). Chris Herbst, Mark
Franzese, Gavin Baiera ( named to
the All-Academic Team), Mark
Porter, and Jim Miller all added
four points for the Stags in 1995.
Goalkeeper Tony Novello
finished the season with an overall
GAA of 2.85 with three shutouts
and a total of 97 saves. In MAAC

goal tending, Novello finished with
1.73 GAA. Backup goalie Ross
Peacock saw action in five games
making four saves.
.In a season which saw
head coach Dejan Cokic
unexpectedly resign on September
26th after seven years on the job,
the Stags maintained their focus
with McElderry at the helm and
were able to get back to the MAAC
tournament after a one-year
absence.
"The season was hectic
for everybody involved,"
McElderry said. "The players
handled it well and came together
as a team."
While the Stags have a
very young team, they will lose
senior co-captain Cerulo, who was
named to the AU-MAAC Team.
"Ralph is a great
representative of a student athlete
and he will be missed in a lot of
ways," McElderry said.
In addition to Cerulo, the
Stags will lose Ross Peacock and
Jason Harmon (out all season with
an injury) to graduation. Four
juniors will return next year:
goalkeeper Novello, Egurbide,
Matt Chriss and John Witherington.
The key to the 1996
season will be the improvement of
the many freshmen and
sophomores on the roster.
"The younger guys got a

When Christen Veach did not allow a shot past her during
penalty kicks after overtime and the women's soccer team captured it;
econd MAAC championship, they secured their position as one of the
growing number of elite fall teams at Fairfield. In only four years oi
xistence, the program has taken great strides toward becoming a force
n the Eastern region.
After upgrading their schedule this past season, the Stags
■ecord suffered, falling from 12-4-2 last year to 9-9 in 1995. The
srogress that the team made during the losses became evident in the
ournament. Overtime defeats to startthe season in Florida and dropping
12-0 decision to the nationally ranked Terrapins of Maryland. That the
Stags could even stay on the field with the likes of these teams is ar
iccomplishment. Maryland plays in a large stadium with all sorts of higr
ech facilities. That's not exactly what's at Fairfield, although from wha
[ hear, the new locker room is magnificent.
The squad's first coach, Debbie Belkin, started the progranr
with the right type of people who current head coach Dave Tannei
jointed out as being instrumental to the championship win.
Two conference championships in three years is a tremendous
Feat for any team, but even more so for one that is just barely past it;
nfancy. Tanner's squad and the way it has been brought along shoulc
3e the model for all others at this school, the same way Jim Giachino's
ennis program is. The soccer team doesn't have an astroturf field or ar
iftractive stadium to lure recruits. What Tanner does have is an everoughening schedule that allows his players to play against-excellen
earns from across the country. That kind of challenge has caused the
Stags to take some hard losses, including "some that maybe we shouldn';
lave taken," Tanner said. Those hard losses, however, turn into win;
when they return to the friendly confines of the MAAC. Even in the
;onference, they are at a disadvantage, particularly against Loyola. The
3reyhounds have an astroturf field, they host the tournament anc
tlthough, like Fairfield, their program started only four years ago
^oyola had the presence of a top 20 men's soccer team that had brough
he school recognition in the soccer world for many years.
Some of these handicaps are being overcome. Next year, home
*ames will be played on Alumni Field, a place that is appropriate for i
Division I team to play in. The new field, coupled with being conference
:hampions and high-profile opponents should help Tanner's team read
ts goal of competing for the NCAA tournament very "soon.
Speaking of champions, this weekend showed what a sad state
jf affairs the sport of boxing is in. Perhaps not many people saw the
Riddick Bowe-Evander Holyfield fight, but that wasn't the real story
Most people probably saw the interviews afterwards. I don't know whc
:onducts the physicals before the fights, but whoever they are, the)
should add a new part to it. If you can't speak, you can't fight. Holyfielc
jsed to be, if not eloquent, at least somewhat well-spoken. Over the pas
:ouple of years, the former heavyweight champion has become i
Dabbling idiot. The man simply cannot formulate a coherent sentence
When he succeeds in actually reaching the end of a sentence, it is only
tfter stumbling and stammering over whatever little is going on his heac
ike someone who is missing a tongue and had it replaced with severa
Sail bearings. Unfortunately, there is nothing wrong with his tongue
The only thing Holyfield, as well as the Nevada State Boxing Commission
s missing is the common sense to stop him from fighting. I've nevei
:onsidered myself to be much of a humanitarian and it is his head that i;
netting beaten into oblivion, but now the damage is starting to affect me
[ have to listen to him as he tries to explain what happened in the fight
with a brain that is about as useful as a clump of mashed potatoes.
Before another great champion turns into little more than E
walking corpse, as Muhammad Ali has, someone should pull the plug or
Holyfield's career. If that' s not done, someone might have to pull the rea
Dlug.

(Continued on p. 14)

Inside Sports:
p. 14: Hockey's first win
p. 15: Men's basketball;
men's and women's tennis;
volleyball

Upcoming Games:
Ice Hockey: at Villanova, Saturday- 8:00;
at Scranton, Suriday-8:30.
Swimming: at SCSU w/ URI, Saturday-1:00.
Men's Basketball: vs. Ukraine Nat'l
(Exhib.), Saturday-2:00.

